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Although the Federal Government built 
nearly 27,000 new homes on Indian reserva
tions from 1970 to 1976, the number of 
Indian families living in substandard housing 
increased from about 63,000 to about 86,000 
during that period. This was due to 

-more Indian families living on reserva
tions, 

-a relatively low level of housing produc
tion, and 

-inadequate management of new homes. 

The Congress should redefine the national 
policy for Indian housing and establish a cen
trally administered program with realistic 
goals and objectives. Until such a program is 
established, GAO is making recommendations 
to agency heads which will improve the effec
tiveness and efficiertcy of existing programs. 
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES 
WASHINCTON, D.C. 20S4a 

B-114868 

To the President of the Senate and the 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

Despite Federal efforts, the number of Indian families 
living in substandard housing has iricreased sirice 1970. This 
report points out the need for the Congress to redefine the 
national policy for Indian housing and to establish a program 
which is centrally administered and recognizes the special 
housing needs of Indians. 

We made our revie\ 
Act, 1921 (31 U.S.C. 5 
Act of 1950 (31 U.S.C. 

w pursuant to the Budget and Accounting 
3), and the Accounting and Auditing 
67) . 

ViJe are sending copies of this report to the Acting 
Director, Office of Management and Budget; and to the 
Secretaries of Agriculture, Interior, and Housing and Urban 
Development. 

Comptroller General 
of the United States 



COMî .:'OLLER GENERAL'S SUBSTANDARD INDIAN HOUSING 
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS INCREASES DESPITE FEDERAL 

EFFORTS—A CHANGE IS NEEDED 

D I G E S T 

In 1971 GAO reported to the Congress that progress in 
eliminating substandard Indian housing was slow and 
that unless the housing program wais accelerated rapidly, 
thousands of Indian families would continue to live 
under severe hardships. Since then, the number of 
Indian families living in substandard housing has 
increased from 63,000 in June 1970 to 86,500 in 
June 1976, while the number of hew units started 
annually has dropped from about 5,000 to 3,500. (See 
p. 3.) 

This is attributable to a steadily increasing number 
of Indian families on the reservations, an inadequate 
production level to iricet the increasing neied: and to 
eliminate the existing backlog^ airidihadequate manage
ment of existing housing. 

The principal Federal agencies involved in Indian 
housing—Department of Housing and Urban Development, 
Bureau of Indian Affairs, and Farmers Home 
Administration—have a wide range of programs which, 
if properly carried out and funded, would meet the 
housing needs of the Indian population at all income 
levels. However, these programs have not been effec
tive in providing the number of units necessary to 
keep pace with the increasing need for decent, safe, 
and sanitary Indian housing. (See p. 3.) 

Although the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development provides the largest number of Indian 
housing units, its delivery system is slow and 
cumbersome and does not particularly meet Indian 
needs. The Department's program requirements were 
designed for urban metropolitan areas and are not 
appropriate or effective when applied to Indian 
reservations in sparsely populated rural areas. 
(See chs. 2 and 5.) 
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Indian housing autrioi ities lack-the funding arid; 
staffing tesoutces to effectively manage and main- " 
tain units once constructed. (See ch. 3.) 

GAO's review of 12 Indian housing authorities 
showed the following problems: 

—Some planned projects were delayed because 
authorities were unable to meet pepartment of 
Housing and Urban Development program require
ments (see pp. 39 and 53). 

—Many Indian housing authorities were unable 
to collect rents and home buyer payments. 
This resulted in a loss of revenues arid an 
inability to meet operating expenses aind 
adequately maintain existing units (isee p. 41). 

—In some projects, housing units were poorly : 
constructed or only partially completed, thus 
placing an increased financial burden on the 
housing authority and the Indian families as 
a result of higher maintenance cost (see 
pp. 4 2 and 45). 

—228 of 301 housing units required normal wear 
and tear repairs. Some, however, required 
immediate attention to prevent structural 
damage (see p. 42). 

—Construction defects caused deteriorated 
conditions in many units. This affected the 
morale and, in some cases, the health and 
welfare of the occupants (see p. 46). 

—Inadequate staff and training caused 
inefficient handling of accounting records 
and funds, and problems in administering 
timely reports (see p. 51). 

--Home buyers failed to understand their 
obligations for providing maintenance and 
makir.y payments (see p. 55). 

Many Indian families must tely on housing assistance 
grants from the Bureau of Indian Affairs. However* 
the need for these giants cannot be met with funds 
cutrontly available and manv Indian families 
continue to live in substandard housing. (See p» 22.) 
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Farmers Home Administration ;progr;iamsi supp(i:€imi!i| 
assistance provided by .the • •Depa'?;t:'rheTTft. a|hipii||i|;a 
housing programs. -However, :it'|̂si::'l::|m-it5̂ '̂iHb-j||i||i? 
their (1) programs generally reGJiiire hiyhie;rii]|niri 
payments than Department programs ârid (i21)î ;S|f̂ |f 
shortages have resulted in an iriadequate ou'tir 
program. (See p. 29.) 

CONCLUSIONS ,- : \: : • :/\\ . ::M'-i'-Mii. 

Existing Fe^deral progr,ams-:haye •not-,-been .ŝ ucc|0.̂ sfwpii:̂ j]ni-||| 
meeting the Indian housing heeds because tĥ jf-ar̂ lil̂ ?̂̂ ^̂ ^̂  
underfunded,/-have not received-./enoU:gh'-eitii?h-a$:i:S:,\'nifĵ ^ 
too many-complex and time-consuming;!procfe;dur!e,s/,'||̂ |i:;̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^ 
flexibility, require more trained people/ ar̂ d i afe|ê  ln̂ \̂̂ ^̂  |̂̂  
uncoordinated. (See chs. 4 and: 5.) ; :!; ; ;|fl: 

The present goal of eliminating substandard housipiporii^i 
Indian reservations in the 1970s cannot be achie\)̂ fê 3 1;!; 
under present programs and is no longer feasible!^; ' ] 
( S e e c h . 5. ) •••-:' 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

GAO recommends that the Congress redefine the natiiohaite 
policy for Indian housing and establish a program! 
with realistic goals and objectives for implementing 
that policy. To be effective, the program must be 
centrally administered and designed to recognize 
that Indian housing needs and problems on isolated, 
rural reservations are different from those 
encountered in urban non-Indian areas. Accordingly, 
GAO recommends that the Congress 

—consolidate Indian housing programs and comoine 
the responsibility for Indian housing into a 
single agency and 

—recognize that a wide range of housing assistance 
options, such as loans, grants, and subsidies, will 
be needed to serve the various income levels and 
cope with the unique conditions and special needs 
of Indians living on reservations. (See p. 70.) 

GAO also recommends several ways to improve existing 
programs pending establishment of a new national 
policy on Indian housing and implementation of any 
new or redirected programs. (See pp. 70 to 72.) 

TMr ShMt 
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AGENCY COMMENTS li 

The Departments Of Housing and Urban Developments 
Inter ior , and Agriculture agreed with GAO's fihdihgs i 
and recommendations and indicatec various actions I 
which are being taken. The Secretaty of Housing 
and Urban Development has also suggested that a 
working group from the three agencies be formed to j 
consider the issues raised JLO the report. (See 
pp. 72 through 84.) \ 

IV 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The Congress* in the Housing Act Of 1949 (42 U.S.C. 
1401) and subsequent amendments, established has^^/nationa^ 
goal that each American family have a decent, safe> and 
sanitary home, and established various subsidizedl:; Federal 
housing programs to achieve that goal. Indians :livingo^ 
reservations have had to rely heavily on Fedferai Programs 
to meet their housing needs beca;use of their: generally low 
incomes, isolated locations, and land ownership problems. 

In 1961 public housing programs administered by the 
Department of Housing and Urban Development (Ĥ ^ 
available to Indians living on reservations through tribal 
housing authorities which were formed to develop and dperâ^̂^̂  
low-rent public housing projects. The prbgrĥ ms generally 
used have been HUD's rental and Mutual Help :HOme<>wnership 
Opportunity programs. Under the ;rehtaiprbgram> the occu
pants are tenants of the housing authorities .;̂  "to 
mutual help program, the homebuyer agrees to (l;),coritribute 
a minimum of $1,500 in cash, labor, 1 arid, matfer;iâ  
equipment; (2) make monthly payments; and (3) maintain the 
home. In return he eventually gains ownership bfHthe home. 

HUD programs have been the major source of new housing 
for Indians. On March 9, 1976, HUD issued new regulations 
for Indian housinĝ . This was the first compreherisive set 
of regulations pertaining exclusively to this program. In : 
addition, HUD has recently issued an Indian Housing Handbook 
and established new positions at the headquartefrs level and 
in the Denver and San Francisco regions to deal exclusively 
with Indian housing. 

The Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) established its 
own Housing Improvement Program (HIP) in 1965 to provide 
for the housing needs of Indians living on reservations 
that could not be met by HUD programs or other means. In 
addition to the HUD and BIA housing programs, some Iridians 
living on reservations have received housing assistance 
loans or loan guarantees from the Farmers Home Administration 
(FmHA), the Veterans Administration (VA), tribal credit 
programs, and various other public and private sources. 

The Indian Health Service (IHS) of the Departmerit of 
Health, Education, and Welfare gonerally provides water and 
sewage facilities; and BIA provides appraisals and site 
selection and land acquisition services^ and builds access 
roads for Indian housing projects. 
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During' fiscal years/1.9&3 ''thr:oug;hp.l#6;/S^i^irSf^'i. ihelM;^^ 

wer e ' const r ucted . On- Ihd iah^"r eset vai i#i^;sli-24!|-b!8:3^nilT'rbii|9^^^ 
programs, 4,811. .through; BIA^s'HI'l^^pr^^iT'l^in;, ,^Jn^:|;.:i||^^ 
tribal- credit loans-. --Other ^pu-blvic:::a:hid?/p!r iv^tei'^sSdi 
as.- FmHA'v • VA,: 'arid^bank-ioans./:-:werJ';-;-;u-^'eftfeMo t^ri^Ti^i^'^tM§M!^lili^'M 
tion of the remai-ning.-.7;,0'66 ;holtle!s::^:p-^;•in|^flddiiiib|n!p^^^ 
homes constr ucted > • 30,31-9';hOmes- ^i^fere'#iep^-ir«dNiindife 
HIP program. ' •-.•: '\[:::/<\:\\-'<---m:f^ 
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aiTd-".--a:re;a fbjf f i c e s 
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California-j-Vand^-i l vagencyf o f f i c e s ' i n -^^MStg^eis' "W;f'-

—FmHA stat^- offices in Phoenix; Arizona;; arid 
- Wenatchee,: Washington. • '/.. ::^'-'S' 
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We i n t e r v i e w e d HUD, BIA, and FmHA O f f i c i a l s ? ; j * i b \ i # ^ 
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300 houses p r o v i d e d by t h e HUD and BIA hous ihq p r b g f i t p i r ;B^ 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE NUMBER OF INDIAN FAMILIES IN 
SUBSTANDARD HOUSING CONTINUES TO GROW 

In 1971 we reported to the Congressl^/ that progress in 
eliminating substandard Indian housing was slow and that 
unless the Indian housing program was accelerated substan
tially, thousands of Indian families would continue to live 
under severe hardship conditions. Some 6 years later there 
has been no progress in terms of decreasing the number of 
Indian families living in substandard housing even though 
the Federal Government built nearly 27,000 new homes on 
reservations from 1970 to 1976. In fact, the number of 
families living in substandard housing has increased from 
63,000 in June 1970 to 86,500 in June 1976, as shown on the 
graph on page 4. While the graph shows the number of Indian 
families on reservations has increased significantly since 
1970, the number of housing units actually started has 
dropped from about 5,000 in fiscal year 1970 to 3,500 in 
fiscal year 1976. 

Tlie principal Federal agencies involved in Indian 
housing—HUD, BIA, and FmHA—have a wide range of programs 
which, if properly implemented and funded, would appear 
to address the housing needs of the Indian population at 
all income levels. However, these programs have not been 
effective in providing the number of units necessary to 
keep pace with the increasing need for Indian housing. 
Basically these programs have not been effective because of: 

—Lack of adequate funding on the part of HUD 
and BIA to support the program. 

—The use of complex HUD procedures and 
requirements designed for urban situations 
which seem inappropriate when applied to 
Indian communities and actually impede 
production. 

—Inadequate priority given by FmHA to Indian 
housing. 

VReport Lo the Congress entitled "Slow Progress in Eliminating 
Substandard Indian Housing," October 12, 1971, B-114868. 



BIA ESTIMATES OF INDIAN HOUSING NEEDS ON RESERVATIONS 

THOUSANDS OF FAMILIES 

T O T A L I N D I A N FAMIL IES 

616 

,631 

JUNE 
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JUNE 
1971 

JUNE 
197? 

JUNE 
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JUNE 
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JUNE 
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JUNE 
1976 

ftEFl.ECrS INCREASED SERV.rt POPULATION. DUE TO NEW Hl° RULES. OF 9,521 

INDIAN FAMILirS 8.035 IN SL BSTANDARD HOUSING AND 1:436 IN STANDARD HOUSING 



INADEQUATE FUNDS TO ACHIEVE HUD HOUSING GOALS 

A major effort to provide decent, safe, and sanitary 
housing to Indian families living on reservations began in 
1969 with a Memorandum of Understanding among HUD, BIA, and 
IHS which provided for the construction of 40,000 housing 
units during fiscal years 1970 through 1974, Of this 
total, HUD was to provide 30,000 new units, and BIA and 
tribal groups were to provide the remainder in new or 
improved housing. BIA reports for fiscal years 1970 through 
1974 show the following number of housing starts compared to 
guals by source for those years. 

NEW CONSTRUCTION STARTS VERSUS GOALS 
FISCAL YEARS 1970 TO 1974 

HUD 
BIA-HIP 
Other 
(note b) 

T^W 
Actual new starts 

TTfr IT72 W n i m Totals Goals 

3,454 4,449 3,772 3,162 2,460 a/17,297 30,000 
656 574 495 636 679 " 3,040 5,000 
911 1,344 1,094 700 :.48 4,597 5,000 

Totals 5,021 6,367 5,361 4,498 3,687 24,934 40,000 

a/Another 8,641 units were either authorized or under funding 
commitment from HUD as of June 30, 1974. 

b/Includes tribal credit, VA, FmHA, and other loan sources. 

In recognition of the need to provide more housing in 
Indian areas, the Congress, through the Housing and Community, 
Development Act of 1974, set aside, according to HUD, an 
aggregate amount of $30 million in contract authority for 
Indian housing for fiscal years 1975 and 1976. 

In December 1974 the Senate Majority Leader and nine 
other Senators wrote to the Secretary of HUD expressing 
concern that HUD would use most of the $30 million to fund 
the remaining units of the 30,000-unit commitment for 
fiscal years 1970 through 1974 rather than providing the 
15,000 additional units they had intended when sponsoring 
the legislation. In December 1974 HUD had indicated that 
the money would provide funding for only about 1,800 units 
over the original 30,000-unit commitment. In January 1975 
the Secretary replied that the legislation permitted him 



to use the money to fund housing units committed before 
fiscal year 1975. He stated further that due to inflation, 
6,568 units were planned for 1975 and 6,000 for 1976, a 
total of 12,568. Subsequently, HUD allocated an additional 
1,500 units for the transition quarter, bringing the total 
to 14,068. HUD information indicates that only 9,733 units 
of the 14,068 goal were approved for funding by the end of 
the transition quarter and that during the period, 
construction began on only 5,677 units. 

HUD's fiscal year 1977 budget authorization included 
$17 million for Indian housing which was to provide 
6,L/ . units in addition to the 14,068 units established 
ciiv, ci qoal under the previous money set aside. Under a BIA 
contract, tlie National American Indian Housing Council 
(NAIHC) V/ has prepared a monthly report to BIA on HUD's 
progress in processing the 20,068 units planned for 
fiscal years 1975 through 1977. The August 10, 1977, report 
show^ that only 10,513 of the 20,068 units, or 52 p>ercent, 
had been placed under an annual contributions contract (ACC)-
a guarantee by HUD to provide the necessary funding in 
specified annual amounts. 

In its August 1977 report, NAIHC questioned HUD's 
ability to meet its 20,068-unit commitment for fiscal years 
1975 through 1977 with contract authority of about $57.7 
million which had been made available for that purpose 
(HUD apparently decided to allocate $10.7 million for 
the program in addition to the $30 million set aside in 
fiscal years 1975 and 1976 and the $17 million included 
in the fiscal year 1977 Housing Authorization Act). On 
the basis of th-- national average cost per unit, NAIHC 
estir.iated that HUD would need over $73.9 million—an addi
tional $16.2 million in contract authority—to build the 
20,068 units. HUD informed us that it planned to use 
$37.5 million in contract authority for Indian housing 
during fiscal year 1977. This would bring the total 
contract authority used for Indian housing for 
fiscal years 1975 through 1977 to $71.2 million. With 
these funds HUD planned to build 19,233 units—835 less 
than the previous goal of 20,068 units. However, there 
was still a question wnether this amount would be 
sufficient to accomplish HUD's unit goals. 

1̂ /A national association of Indian housing authority officials 
and employees whose purpose is to improve the delivery and 
operation of Indian housing. 



HUD's Denver and Seattle Regional Offices have questioned 
the adequacy of the contract authority allocated to them to 
fund the number of units planned. For example, in a memo
randum to the Assistant Secretary for Housing, HUD's Denver 
Region questioned the contract authority amount allocated 
to it for fiscal year 1977 to build 1,400 housing units. 
The region stated that the amount allocated would permit • 
them to approve only 1,200 units. 

In February 1977 HUD headquarters aî vised the Denver 
region that additional contract authority was not available. 
It stated that if the assigned contract authority was 
considered insufficient for the number of units planned, 
the Denver Regional Office should take whatever action is 
necessary to maximize the number of units within the avail
able authority. HUD headquarters further istated that the 
additional contract authority requested by the Denver 
region would be made available Only if another region did 
not use its contract authority. On August 12, 1977, the 
Denver region was allocated an additional $498,180. 

In commenting on our report, HUD agreed that there is 
a need for basic improvements in its Indian housing program 
so that increased production of quality housing at an 
acceptable cost can be achieved. HUD said that although 
its recent record is not as good as it would like, it has 
increased its construction starts from 4,440 in 1977 to 
a field office estimate of 6,700 in 1978. 

HUD also said that the average cost per Indian housing 
unit is almost $60,000 and that high cost is a factor which 
has contributed, and will continue to contribute, to 
production shortfall. HUD stated that basic improvements 
must be made in the program to bring about quicker 
production of more units at a lower cost. 

HUD PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS IMPEDE 
INDIAN HOUSING PRODUCTION 

HUD, in administering its low-income housing programs 
on Indian reservations, has not fully recognized the special 
needs and circumstances of Indian tribes and families. 
Three specific requirements which adversely affect the 
production of Indian housing are (1) the use of prototype : 
costs which do not reflect the higher cost of Indian housing, 
(2) the approval of project funding before actual costs are 
known coupled with the fact that excessive delays often 
occur between the funding approval date and the time 



construction bids are received, and (3) not permitting 
the appraisal value or full cost of leaseholds to be 
included in total development costs which are paid by HUD. 

Prototype costs do not reflect the higher 
cost of Indian housing 

The allowable unit cost of HUD subsidized housing in a 
given area is based on the expected costs of building a 
modest dwelling for low and moderate income people in that 
area. Using a standard design, HUD has estimated the cost 
to construct a given unit in various areas and published 
therse unit costs-'-referred to as prototype costs—in the 
Federal Register. 

The prototype costs have often adversely affected 
needed production of Indian housing because in many cases 
they (1) represent the cost of a type of house not particu
larly suited to the needs of Indians, (2) are based on costs 
not representative of those incurred on reservatidnSir and 
(3) do not reflect current costs. In essence, the protiptype 
costs often represent the wrong house, at the wrong places 
and at the wrong time. 

The cost limits: 

—Are often too low to permit building the type of 
house needed in terms of maintenance durabiiity, 
energy conservation, size, and inclusion of 
necessary amenities. 

--Do not reflect increased costs of construction on . 
reservations associated with remote locations, widê ly 
scattered building sites, availability of skilled 
labor, and increased contractor bids resulting 
from the unavailability of legal protection, usually 
av/ailable under State law, for enforcement of claims. 

--Do not always reflect valid, current costs because 
of the timing of their update and the fact that 
they are used as a basis for cost determinations 
for projects which may be bid on 9 or more months 
later. 



Prototype cost too low to build the 
typo of house needed 

Section 15(5) of the Housing Act of 1937 (42 U.S.C. 
1437d(b), as amended, provides that in determining proto
type costs, the Secretary is to take into account, among 
other factors (1) the extra durability required for safety 
and security, and economical maintenance of low-income 
housing; (2) the application of good design; (3) the need 
for maximizing the conservation of energy for heating and 
lighting; and (4) the effectiveness of existing cost limits 
of the area. These factors, as well as a reauirement that 
houses built under HUD's program meet its minimum property 
standards, are included in HUD's Indian Housing Handbook. 

Both the Act and HUD's handbook limit the cost of 
housing units (cost of dwelling construction and eguipment) 
to no more than 10 percent above the prototype cost 
established for a given area. 

We noted many instances where the estimated cost of 
a project exceeded prototype limits, and as a result, the 
project was delayed and/or certain design features were 
eliminated which adversely affected the liveabillty and 
quality of the project's houses. For example: 

White Swan Project—The white Swan Project of the 
Yakima Nation Housing Authority was delayed at least 6 months 
because published prototype costs were based on a housing 
unit which excluded design features needed for maintenance 
durability and energy conservation, and did not meet HUD's 
minimum property standards. The architect's project cost ̂  
estimates exceeded the published prototype cost 
limits by 55 percent. Recognizing that HUD would not 
approve the project, the housing authority obtained a copy 
of housing plans, which were the basis for the published 
prototype costs, to determine the reason for the significant 
difference. A comparison of the prototype plans and HUD's' 
minimum property standards disclosed that the plans did not 
meet the standards in several respects, including size of 
living area, storage, and insulation requirements. 

An estimate of the additional cost required to meet 
minimum property standards, and to upgrade materials and 
equipment to improve maintenance and energy conservation 
conditions, showed that the published prototype cost for a 
three bedroom house would have to be increased by 40 percent— 
from $19,950 to $28,068. The prototype costs were revised 
in June 1976 by about 20 percent—substantially below the 
40-percent increase requested by the housing authority. 



To bring the estimated project costs in line with the 
revised prototype costs, items were reduced or deleted. 
Some, such as two coats of paint instead of three, adversely 
affected maintenance durability. Others, such as deletions 
of laundry trays and cabinets and second lavatories in four 
bedroom units, represented a loss of amenities to Indian 
families, 

Yakima projects—Materials needed for maintenance and 
use durability or energy conservation were deleted from two 
other projects totaling 90 units on the Yakimai Indian 
Reservation in Eastern Washington to bring project costs in 
line with approved limits. Subsequently, these units were 
modernized to include the deleted materials at substanttally 
greater cost than if the project had been Initially constructed 
to the proper standard. Storage buildings to provide adequate 
storage space were added as were shower facilities and closet 
doors. Items upgraded included wash basins set in variities 
to replace wall-hung wash basins, steel exte;rior dooris and 
frames to replace inadequate wood dbors and storm doors, 
improved floor tile, and storm windows or insulated glass to 
replace uninsulated glass windows. 

HUD officials told us that to assure that future 
housing will meet the needs of Indians, a thorough 
study of Indian needs should be made with building codes 
and standards developed on the basis of the findings. In 
turn, realistic prototype cost limits could be developed 
from the new codes and standards. 

In a May 17, 1976, memorandum to HUD's headquarters 
office, the Denver Regional Office recommended that an inten
sive effort be made to develop reservation housing standards 
(to be used in lieu of minimum property standards) on which 
new prototype costs should be based. As of September 1977 the 
headquarters office had not responded to the recommendation. 

Prototype cost limits do not reflect 
the higher cost of construction on 
Indian reservations 

HUD regulations recognize that numerous factors may cause 
construction costs in an Indian area to be higher than those 
in an adjoining non-Indian area, and require that these factors 
be considered in establishing or amending prototype costs fOr 
Indian areas (24 CFR 805.213). Examples of these factors are 
(1) local customs; (2) logistical problems associated with 
remote locations;(3) widely scattered building sites; 
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(4) availability of skilled labor; and (5) the inability 
of contractors, laborers, and material suppliers to enforce 
claims under State law. 

HUD instructions require, in effect, that prototype 
costs be established for each Indian area unless a special 
analysis is made showing that the cost factors of an 
adjoining non-Indian area are similar to those of the 
Indian area. We found, however, that separate prototype 
costs had not been established for numerous reservations 
within the three HUD regions included in our review. 
Furthermore, the analyses required to justify use of proto
type costs from adjoining non-Indian areas had generally 
not been made for many of these reservations, /ilso, in a 
number of instances, prototype costs from the closest Indian 
reservation were being used for reservations which did not 
have their own costs. In another situation, prototype costis 
were being established for an area and applied to all reser
vations in that area. The following table shows, by region, 
the number of Indian reservations for which Indian prototype 
gosts have and have not been established. 

Reservations with 
Tot^l established 

HUD region reservations prototype costs 

Denver 25 12 
San Francisco 134 22 
Seattle (Oregon and 
Washington only) 26 4 

Total 185 38 

As the table shows, 147 reservations were without prototype 
costs of their own. 

In some cases where prototype costs have not been 
established for particular reservations, HUD uses the proto
type costs of either the closest city (non-Indian) or ciosest 
Indian reservation. We were advised that the latter is used 
for 11 reservations in HUD's Denver region because prototype 
costs for the nearest reservation are usually higher than 
those for the nearest town. For example, HUD uses the 
Sawmill, Arizona, Indian prototype costs for the Uintah and 
Ouray reservation in Utah, even though the 2 areas are over 
300 miles apart. The prototype cost for a three-bedroom 
detached house for Sawmill is $28,800, whereas the prototype 
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cost for the same house in Vernal, Utah, only 25 miles from 
the Uintah and Ouray reservation, is $20,850. Although it 
has done nothing to stop it, HUD headquarters has questioned 
the Denver region's practice of using the nearest reservation 
prototype costs. This practice is also followed in some 
cases by HUD's San Francisco Regional Office. 

In some cases HUD has arbitrarily established Indian 
prototype cost areas which cover several reservations within 
a geographical area. For example, HUD's Seattle Area Office 
established the Indian prototype cost area of Tahola, partly 
on the basis of cost estimates received from three contrac
tors. Tahola is a town on the Quinault Indian Reservation. 
This Indian prototype cost area covers 13 widely seoarated 
Indian reservations in Washington State. The distance between 
some of the reservations is as much as 200 miles. The Tahola 
published prototype cost limit for a three-bedroom unit is 
$24,500. However, within the same geographic area where 
these reservations are located, HUD has established five 
non-Indiaii prototype cost areas giving recognition to vary
ing construction costs within the area. The published non-
Indian prototype cost limits for a three-bedroom detached 
dwelling, as an example, range from $23,000 to $23,500 for 
the five non-Indian prototype cost areas. HUD's San Francisco 
Regional Office has used the same practice for reservations 
in New Mexico. In this case, 19 reservations are covered 
by 7 prototype cost areas. 

The concept of using one prototype cost for several 
reservations without making a separate analysis of the cost 
factors to determine that there is no significant difference 
IS inconsistent with HUD regulations. 

Unless all factors concerning construction costs on 
Indian reservations and non-Indian areas are considered, 
there is no assurance that prototype cost limits used on 
Indian projects reflect realistic costs. The use of non-r 
Indian prototype costs, without the required special analysis 
being made, has resulted in (1) projects being delayed while 
costs estimates were revised or negotiated to comply with 
published prototype cost limits and (2) a reduction in thie 
quantity and quality of units. The two examples which follow 
reflect these situations. 

HUD, Seattle Region—The use of non-Indian prototype 
costs caused substantial delays in completing two housing 
projects of the Umatilla Indian Reservation. In April 1975 
the Umatilla IHA requested 2 projects in which to construct 
50 HUD housing units. From almost the very beginning, the 
IHA questioned the validity of having to use the published 
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prototype cost limits of Bend, Oregon, a non-Indian area 
280 miles away. In February 1976 the HUD Portland Area 
Office, with regional office approval, requested HUD head
quarters to establish an Indian prototype cose area for 
the Umatilla reservation. The costs supporting the request 
were 19.8-percent higher than those published for Bend, 
Oregon. HUD's headquarters rejected the request. During 
the ensuing 13 months, the IHA made substantial reductions 
in the scope of the project to reduce project costs to 
comply with the Bend, Oregon, prototype costs. Eventually, 
the IHA took the position that no further changes would be 
made to the project even though the estimated project 
costs exceeded published prototype costs for Bend by more 
than 10 percent. Recognizing that a problem Of cost 
validity existed, the Portland Area Office allowed the 
projects to be advertised for bid. The lowest bids for 
the 2 projects exceeded the published prototype cost limits 
for Bend, Oregon, by 40 and 48 percent. The low bidders 
were asked to hold their bids while HUD proceeded to 
justify the establishment of the Indian prototype cost area. 

On the basis of the bids and a cost survey of the 
areas in question, the Portland Area Office requested that 
an Indian prototype cost area be established for the Umatilla 
reservation in the 1977 prototype cost updating. On June 30, 
1977, the 1977 prototype cost limits were published in the 
Federal Register, including the new prototype coist area for 
the Umatilla Indian Reservation. Umatilla's prototype cost 
exceeded Bend's by 25 percent, reflecting the higher cost 
of construction on the reservation. 

According to BIA and IHA officials, the estaolishment 
of realistic prototype cost limits for the reserYation will 
finally allow the projects to be constructed—not: as 
originally planned, but to the reduced design specifications 
allowed for project bidding. To redesign the project to 
meet the original desires of the Indian families would require 
rebidding and further delay of the construction. These 
officials stated that the use of unrealistic prototype cost 
limits had already delayed the construction of the projects 
for at least 1 1/2 years. 

HUD, Denver Region—In HUD's Denver region, the use of 
a non-Indian prototype cost not only resulted in delays on 
one project but also the loss of housing units. The region's 
Office of Indian Programs mistakenly used the cost area for 
the nearest town rather than using the established cost area 
for the nearest reservation for a project on the Wind River 
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reservation in Wyoming. As a result, the lowest construction 
bid for the 53-unit project substantially exceeded the 
estimated allowable costs for the project. Construction was 
delayed and eventually 6 units were deleted from the project, 
resulting in the construction of only 47 units. 

Prototype cost limits not updated to 
reflect current construction costs 

Prototype costs are required to be determined at least 
annually by the Secretary and become effective on the date 
they are published in the Federal Register. HUD's 
practice has been to update prototype cost limits annually, 
normally in June. This practice, however, does not 
always provide valid current costs because the costs are 
updated during one construction season and are us^d to deter
mine the cost of projects which may be bid on 9 or more months 
later. Delays encountered by Indian projects while awaiting 
publication of updated prototype cost limits can result in 
higher construction c o L t s , and the use of outdated prototype 
cost limits can result in projects losirvg unitis. This has 
been a particular problem in HUD's Denver region which, 
because of colder weather, has a comparatively short 
construction season. 

To provide for time ' processing of Indian housing, HUD's 
Denver region requested tne Secretary of HUD to shift the 
annual prototype revisions from June to December. The 
region explained that because most of its Indian reservations 
experience severe winter weather, it is necessary to ; 
complete the project bidding process during the months of 
February through April so that construction, can be started 
by late spring. Because prototype costs are updated in June, 
such projects are required to use published prototype costs 
which are nearly a year old. As a result, the region is 
faced with two alternatives—either to (1) wait for the 
publication of new prototype costs and lose a favorable con-̂  
struction period or (2) eliminate units or items from the 
project to stay within the existing cost limits. The first 
alternative offers delays and higher construction costs. 
The second alternative offers no delays but pirovides fewer 
houses or houses that are inadequate for the needs of Indian 
families. The Denver request was denied by HUD headquarters 
in December 1976 on the basis that prototype updating is a 
time-consuminy process and that it would not be worthwhile 
to change the procedures because of one region. 
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Examples where this situation has created problems in 
the Denver region follow: 

— A March 1976 comparison by HUD Denver region 
officials disclosed that estimated project costs' , 
for 3 projects consisting of 131 units exceeded 
prototype costs published in June 1975 by more 
than 10 percent. Project processing was delayed 
from March until June 15, 1976, to take advantage 
of new, higher prototype costs. Bids received 
were within the new prototype cost limits''butt, • V 
the start of project construction was del'ayed ' 
from June until September 1976. Because of t:he' 
cold winter months, contractor bids included \ 
higher costs in anticipation of possible slow 
downs ,or construction stoppages during adverse -

sm. efca . 

SS> 

weather. If the work had started in"Jun̂ ';* 
if not all of the units botild have 
"closed-in" so that work could have 
during the cold winter months. 

continued 

IS 
—A 20-unit project in Trenton, North Dakota,,.lost p' 
6 units as a result of construction bids''being ^; 
received and compared to an approved projept ' "V 
cost limit established almost a year before." ' -
All bids received were too high and when an' 
attempt by,the HUD Denver Regional Office'to, > 
obtain from HUD headquarters an amendment to', 
the ACC failed, the regional office deleted the 
units to meet the overall project limit. ' ' ^f 

Project funds committed before 
costs are known ' ' -̂  
— ^ — " • I • » / 

HUD commits funds for a project by executing an 
ACC. An ACC is a contract in which HUD p'rdraises to provide' 
annual contributions to repay bonds sold by a housing 
authority to finance project construction. The amount 
committed by HUD under an ACC is the same ks the total 
development cost budget shown in the HUD approved ' 
development program. ,'. 

im:':u: 

oonfinMf f u ^° executed ACCs have been and will,probablr 1 
continue to be necessary to increase fundŝ  available for 
a P«̂ o3ect because (1) construction bids'received were ' 
for^drS'^''^ ] ! ' ^ ' ' ^ ' '^^" ^^^ estimates' used as the basis ^ 
for development program approval and ACC execution or 
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(2) construction delays or problemsriresult^d^^i^^^^ 
project development costs t-han ,:al:i:pwedHby •;t;ĥ^ 
ACC. • Amendments .t-O ACCs:-may.ValS:0;:;liie:|;;ne^^ 
funds t o correct-^constructio-n:'"diefM;l!?i?n^ 
o l d e r homeown^:risHip project,^-- b<e<|̂ iU|i|P|-'--m|>̂ ;i?';̂  
p r o v i d e d ' by-:HUD|'C:Ja'n orily^ bei' i;i3ifdrf|io|ri|;i^!pi^^ 
comment ing o:n':;;yQ:urj| r epor t , ; •H:UD-:;ŝ |;ig||id:Jivi;t|̂  
de f ic ienc ie^ :^5c ian ibe correct0:di-;i^|i;h:|in||^ 
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o l d e r h ome0wrier^s^hJip' p r o je^d-ts-̂ --/:-::-'HUi)'1;:sia îd 'til^#rililp;ifwa:i|ffi;l?^^^ 

. cons-ide-r:l:ng::"-a'nft.:i^^ t ' -t'dr:tfiî i:;:Th-dd;er;rtfl-zsa^^ 
which would 
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In October 1976 HUD headquarit§r;s deleg^ 
authority -to' -aitl-6«di ACCs -tOvth'̂ e'-ir̂ ^̂ ijcipal ̂  off-||̂ e!s 
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had not allocated sufficient funds t:|o cover &l-i • •- • 
amend.nents. ^ 
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The effect of committing project funds befor«=» costs 
are known and the corresponding reluctance of HUD to 
amend ACC amounts is illustrated in the following examples: 

—In the case of the Wind River, Wyoming, project 
discussed on page 13, the inadvertent use of the 
wrong prototype cost limits resulted in ACC execution 
which provided insufficient funds to com.plete 
the project as planned. Because the lowest 
bid substantially exceeded the funds provided, an 
ACC amendment increasing the development funds was 
necessary. According to HUD Denver Regional Office 
officials, HUD headquarters did not approve the 
amendment and, as a result, only 47 of the planned 
53 housing units were constructed. 

—We were advised that design and siting problems in 
developing the Turtle Mountain project in North 
Dakota resulted in approximately 1 year expiring 
between the time the ACC was executed and the 
construction contract was awarded. Inflation during 
this delay made it impossible to construct the 
project within the approved total development cost 
budget. As a result, the project was reduced from 
50 to 46 housing units. Similar situations were 
also reported by NAIHC as occurring in HUD's 
Dallas region where a project of the Alabama 
Coushatta lost a unit and a Seminole Nation project 
lost seven housing units. 

—On the Uintah-Ouray Indian Reservation in Utah, 
some Indian families occupied houses which, due 
to lack of construction funds, were not completed. 
Construction of a 71-unit project began in 1971, 
but, due to delays caused by the mismanagement of 
a construction superintendent and the slowness of 
the prospective homebuyers in earning their required 
"sweat equity," construction costs rose to the 
point where it was impossible to complete the units 
within the approved ACC amount. Although the Denver 
region submitted a request to increase the ACC 
amount in August 1974, HUD headquarters delayed 
making a decision by repeatedly asking for more 
documentation or information in support of the 
requested increase. According to HUD's Denver 
OIP officials, they finally recognized that HUD 
headquarters was not going to amend the ACC for 
this project and stopped responding to the 
requests for additional justification. Examples 
of some of the items needed to complete the 
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project were steps and stoops to the front and 
hack doors, front and back storm and screen doors 
on 69 units, interior and closet doors in some 
units, exterior paint for some, posts supporttngi 
porches for some, coal bins for 15 units, and 
backfilling to grade on 38 units. Since authority 
to amend ACCs was transferred to the region, the 
ACC has been amended, adding $256,526 to complete 
the project. The work was to begin in August 197/. 
Even though not completed, the units have been 
occupied since July 1974 because of the need for 
houses. The two pictures on page 19 illustrate 
some of the work remaining to be completed. 

Representatives from HUD's Denver region and NAIHC 
said that there have been many other projects for which 
amendments to the ACC were necessary, but were never 
requested because of HUD headquarter's policy. As a result, 
the number of housing units and/or quality of the units for 
these projects had to be reduced. 

With the delegation of ACC amendment authority to the 
regions, HUD officials believe that many of their prior 
problems in obtaining needed fund increases for projects 
have been solved. To further improve the situation, HUD 
Seattle and Denver Regional Office officials have suggested 
that ACCs be executed only after the construction bids are 
received and actual costs are known. 

During our work in the prototype area, and as pointed 
out numerously in the preceding sections, many instances 
were found where units had been deleted from a project in 
an effort to reduce the total project cost to the totail 
development cost budget approved by HUD headquarters. When 
this is done, the average unit cost of the project has to 
go up. As a result, what appeared to be a serious attempt 
to control the unit cost of a project, through the applica
tion of prototype cost limits in the early stages of 
project development, is bypassed by the maneuver at a 
later stage. 

The problem is created whenever a project's total 
development cost budget, approved by HUD, is inadequate 
from the onset or becomes inadequate due to rising costs , 
during subsequent processing stages. Under these circum
stances the project must either be cancelled, have its 
executed ACC amount amended, or scope reduced. HUD head
quarters has been reluctant in the past to amend ACC amounts 
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cind; thetcfoie, if HUD field offices were to get anything 
buiJt, they weie forced to reduce the scope of their 
projects, often in terms of units. In this situation, 
when costs for the dwelling construction and equipment of 
a pioject exceed the appropriate prototype by more than 
10 pet cent, a circumvention of the 1937 law, as afflended, 
tesults. Although we neither looked into this situation 
in d(?tail, not attempted to determine the propriety of 
actions taken, we understand that estimates for dwellingi 
const!uction and equipment costs for many projects were 
being kept within bounds by simply shifting costs to the 
nondwelling side of the project for which there are no 
J im i tations, 

To collect the overall problem being discussed here, 
we believe that prototype cost limits must truly be 
leflective of the type of house needed and the higher 
const! uction costs incurred on reservations. We al8|0 
believe that these limits should be kept current through 
an update cronsistent with natural construction seaisbiiis. 
Finally, our work led us to believe that the point of 
ACC execution should be delayed until after construction 
bids have been received, but before contract award. By 
taking these actions, actual costs incurred would more 
closely approximate those envisioned at the time of ACC 
execution. Thus, there would be less of a need for project 
cancellations, ACC amendments, or scope modifications.; 

HUD, did not agree that ACCs should be executed aftier 
construction bids ate received. If this were done, HUD 
pointed out that IHAs would not be in a position to assure 
bidders that it had the financial resources for entering 
into a conttact. HUD attributed rising costs between the 
ACC execution date and the time construction bids are 
received to the excessive delays which often occur and 
which must be eliminated. HUD outlined some measures 
designed to speed up the process which are discussed on 
pp. 74 and 75. 

HUD tet'jlations limiting leasehold value 
jeopardizes some Indian housing 

IHA's normally acquire homesites for their HUD 
projects by obtaining a 50-year leasehold on the necessary 
land fiom the tribe or ' dividuals. The leasehold is 
either purchased by or donated to the IHA, 
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HUD's new Indian housing regulations (24 CFR, Part 805) 
which became effective on March 9, 1976, limit the value 
of an IHA acquired leasehold to two-thirds of the land's 
estimated sales value on the basis that ? leasehold 
interest is worth less than the interest one has with full 
title to the land. The leasehold value, if purchased by 
the IHA, is included in the total development costs that 
are paid by HUD. 

The procedures in effect until March 9, 1976, allowed 
HUD to pay the leasehold value as appraised by BIA, or 
the purchase price, whichever was less. This leasehold 
value had historically ranged between 93 and 100 percent 
of the price paid by the tribe for the land. It, therefore, 
allowed almost total reimbursement to the tribe. 

When the leasehold is purchased by the IHA, it 
cannot be used as part of the $1,500 contribution HUD 
requires from each mutual help home buyer. On the other 
hand, if the tribe donates the leasehold to the IHAr its 
value is counted toward the mutual help contribution. 
The latter situation would generally occur when a tribe 
already owns suitable building sites and does not need to 
purchase them. 

Several tribes in BIA's Portland area lack suitable 
building sites for planned HUD projects and the new 
regulation has already slowed some of the projects down 
while waivers to the regulation were sought. It is 
expected that it will continue to have an adverse effect on 
the housing development plans of several tribes in this 
area and also pose a potential problem in other areas 
because it (1) requires the tribes to pay one-third of 
the cost of land they purchase and lease to an IHA for 
homesites or (2) increases the contribution required from 
each home buyer in cash, labor, materials, or equipment 
in those cases in which the value of the leasehold 
contributed by the tribe does not equal the $1,500 per 
unit required to be contributed by the homeowner. The 
affected tribes in the Portland area and HOD Seattle 
regional officials stated that the tribes lack the 
resources to provide the needed funds and that additional 
contributions required from low-income home buyers could 
be a significant hardship. 

In May 1976, after some delay, HUD granted waivers 
for specific projects to two IHAs adversely affected by 
the changed requirement because the tribes' land purchase 
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negotiations had been complete'! before the new regulations 
went into effect. The HUD officials stated, however, that 
the waivers did not apply to future projects. 

HUD Seattle Region and BIA officials expect the 
leasehold problem to occur in the future when these tribes, 
or any others which have to purchase homesites, attempt to 
obtain approval of a HUD project. Some HUD Seattle region 
officials felt tnat HUD should pay the full appraised 
leasehold value for land which the tribe must purchase, 
and should only apply the two-thirds limitation to trust 
land or restricted property which the tribe owns and 
donates as part of the required $1,500 per unit home buyer's 
contribution. They believe this policy would conform with 
past practice in public housing programs, which allows full 
fair market compensation for land purchased for public 
housing development. 

According to officials of HUD's Denver and 
San Francisco Offices of Indian Programs, the new regula
tion has not affected housing projects in those regions. 
They stated, however, that it is possible IHAs may have 
to purchase land for housing projects in the future and 
that the regulation could then have an adverse effect. 
The Housing Development Officer of BIA's Sdcramento Area 
Office stated that it could affect some of the tribes in 
the future as they run out of suitable homesites and have 
to purchase the needed sites. 

NEED FOR INCREASED FUNDING 
IN THE BIA-HIP PROGRAM 

Many Indian families must rely on housing assistance 
grants from BIA's HIP program to obtain housing because 
(1) some small tribes are unable to form the housing authori
ties necessary to qualify for HUD programs and (2) their 
low incomes make any form of rental housing or loan financing 
infeasible. The need for housing assistance grants, such 
as those provided by the HIP program, however, cannot be 
met with funds currently available and many Indian families 
continue to live in substan<1ard housing because they have 
been unable to receive assistance. 

BIA's HIP program provides grants for Indian families 
living in substandard or inadequate housing to (1) repair 
existing housing that will remain substandard—limited to 
$2,500; (2) repair housing to bring it up to standard 
condition—limited to $13,000; (3) make down payments up 
to $5,000 ($6,000 in Alaska) which enable the applicant to 
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receive a housing loan from tribal. Federal, or other 
Sources of credit; and (4) finance construction of a new 
house for up to $30,000 ($40,000 in Alaska). Assistance 
from the HIP program is only available to families that 
cannot obtain assistance from another source. 

The HIP program is much simpler to administer than 
the HUD program. The funds are provided in the form of 
grants for individuals on the basis of need as determined by 
BIA and tribal officials. There is no annual contribution by 
the agency and no repayment required of the recipient. On 
about one-half of the reservations, the operation pif the 
program is contracted or administered by the tribes yith 
only limited direct involvement by BIA. According to BIA, 
the HIP progra! is well liked by Indians because of its 
simplicity, speed, and the fact that they get some choices 
in selecting their homes. 

While some new housing is provided by the HIP program, 
it IS primarily used for making repairs to existing substan
dard housing. Many of the repairs are for emergencies and 
the houses repaired remain in substandard condition. Although 
the program began in a modest way in fiscal year 1965, for 
the past few years it has provided a yearly average of abbut 
400 new homes and has repaired about 2,500 existing substan
dard homes nationwide. For fiscal years 1976, 1977, and 
1978, BIA budget justifications show the following fuhdinq 
levels for the HIP program and the numh^rs of houses expected 
to be constructed and repaired. 

Fiscal Houses 
year Funding level Constructed Repaired 

1976 $11,210,000 400 2,250 
1977 $12,476,000 400 2,500 
1978 $13,200,000 490 2,630 

Despite these accomplishments, the HIP program is not 
adequately funded to meet Indian needs. For example, the 
Commissioner of BIA told the Senate Subcommittee on Indian 
Affairs in May 1975 that BIA estimated there was a need 
for 14,000 new HIP housing units—about 30 percent of the 
total Indian need—which would require $392 million to 
complete. In view of the large need for new HIP housing, 
the Subcommittee Chairman asked the Commissioner why BIA 
had not requested more money for the HIP program. The 
Commissioner's reply indicated that if BIA were to totally 
address the housing program needs it would require too 
large a segment of the total BIA budget and adversely affect 
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other programs. A BIA official told us that BIA's preli
minary budget estimates for fiscal year 1979 call for 
$40 million for the HIP program—about a three-fold increase 
over the current budget. In January 1978, however, we were 
advised that the budget figure had been cut back to about 
$19.5 million. 

In addition to the need for new units, the BIA housing 
inventory for fiscal year 1976 showed 28,228 units needing 
renovation. It is not known how many of these renovations 
will require HIP grant assistance. We believe the BIA-HIP 
program needs to be expanded beciTuse, as discussed below, 
(1) some tribes are not eligible for HUD prog rains and 
(2) the low incomes of some Indian families make rental 
or home purchase infeasible. 

Some tribes not eligible for HOD programs 

To become eligible for HUD rental and horoeownership 
programs, the tribal governing body must form a housing 
authority. However, some tribes, because of theirlsmali 
size and limited resources, have not found it feasible tO do 
so. Their isolated location also often makes it infeasible 
to obtain housing from an existing housing authority or 
to join other small tribes or local governments to form 
an authority. Therefore, these tribes must rely on BIA's 
HIP program to meet most of their housing needs. Problems 
in funding the HIP program have a real impact on such 
tribes as illustrated by the situation in BIA's Sacramento 
and Portland areas. 

Sacramento area 

BIA's fiscal year 1976 housing inventory showed a heed 
for 5,726 new housing units in the Sacramento area, which 
basically covers the State of California. Although HUD 
programs could provide some of this housing, the 6 IHAs that 
have been formed serve only 24 of the 76 reservations and 
rancherias in California. Many Indians in California live 
in small groups in sparsely settled areas where it is 
infeasible for them to form an IHA. 

According to BIA officials, the HIP program is generally 
the only housing program available to the Indian families 
living on the remaining 52 reservations and rancherias, to 
families living on about 75 public domain trust allotments, 
and to those families eligible for HIP assistance that are 
not living on trust land. 
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A significant portion of the 5,726 new housing units 
needed will have to be provided by the HIP program. For 
example, the Housing Development Officer for BIA's 
Central California Agency, one of three agency offices in 
the Sacramento area, estimated that he has 2,500 applica
tions on hand for all categories of HIP assistance and that 
the agency receives about 500 applications a year. 
Because of limited HIP funds, he has only been able to 
help an average of about 50 applicants a y^ar. For the 
first half of fiscal year 1977, he provided HIP assistance 
to 33 applicants. The 33 HIP grants includ<?d 14 for 
repairs, 16 for down payments, and 3 for new homes. Of 
those helped, 12 were on reservations or rancherias and 
21 were not. 

The Housing Development Officer said that the other 
two agency offices also have large backlogs of HIP applica
tions which they are unable to serve due to the limited funds 
available. During fiscal year 1976 the HIP program in the 
Sacramento area was only able to provide 19 new housing 
units, 31 down payment grants, 18 renovations, and 212 
emergency repairs to homes that remained substandard. 

Portland area 

BIA records show that from program inception in 
fiscal year 1965 to June 30, 1^76, only 204 new homes have 
been provided in the Portland area with HIP funds—an 
average of less t-han one new home a year for each reserva
tion. In addition, some of the larger reservations have 
generally built more than one new HIP house each year, 
further reducing the funds available to serve the small 
reservations which are not eligible for the HUD program. 

Three small reservations in the Portland area, with 
a combined cotal need for 45 new housing units as of 
June 30, 1976, were anticipating only 6 housing starts 
during the transition quarter and fiscal year 1977. All 
of the plained houses were to be provided by BIA's HIP 
program. These reservations, because of their limited 
resources, had not formed housing authorities and, there
fore, did not qualify for the HUD programs. There are other 
small tribes in the Portland area which also need housing, 
according tc BIA officials, but housing inventories have 
not been taken to determine the extent of the need. 

BIA officials informed us that although the HIP 
program was the most likely source of new houses, they 
doubted that it could provide all of the units needed 
because of the low funding level. The program is used 
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primarily for repairs to existing houses and must be 
spread over the 32 eligible tribes in the Portland area. 

Low incomes make rental, or 
home purchase infeasible 

Some families must rely on HIP grants to provide adeguate 
housing because their low incomes make any form of home rental 
or purchase, such as the HUD programs, infeasible. This 
situation on two large reservations is described below. 

Gila River Indian Community, Arizona 

Although new HUD homes have been built at the Gila River 
Indian Community, many families are unable to afford such 
homes and need assistance from the BIA-HIP program. The BIA 
housing inventory shows that 368 new HIP homes were built 
and 487 were repaired from the beginning of the program in 
fiscal year 1965 through 1976. 

However , 
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As of April 29, 1977, the BIA Housing Development 
Officer had 117 applications on hand for new HIP homes. 
However, BIA plans to build only seven new HIP homes at 
Gila River during fiscal year 1977. 

Even this relatively small number of new HIP homes 
is only made possible by the use of an innovative con
struction technique developed by the BIA Housing Development 
Officer. He stated that by using treated timbers and 
adobe mud as the major materials in the exterior walls, he 
was able to design a house that is economical to build and 
also to heat and cool. It is economical because the adobe 
mud is abundant locally and provides good insulation. In 
addition, tribal work crews are familiar with the 
construction technique. The houses have stucco exteriors 
and framed and finished interior walls, making a comfor
table, attractive house. The photos on page 28 show 
one such house in the early construction stages and one 
that is nearly completed. The Housing Development Officer 
said that the materials for a two-bedroom house built by 
this method cost about $6,000. The total cost including 
labor is about $12,000. . 

The fiscal year 1977 HIP budget at Gila River was 
$157,100. Only $31,400 of this amount was available for 
materials and supplies for new HIP houses. Most of the 
balance was to be used to make repairs or renovations to 
existing houses. In addition to the 117 new HIP homes 
needed, there were also 236 applications on hand for 
renovation or repair of existing houses. The small number 
of HIP homes built in relation to the need, and the large 
demand for renovations and repairs, indicates that withbut 
increased funding, the backlog of unmet housing needs will 
not be met for many years. 

Yakima Reservation, Washington 

From October 1970 through March 1977, the HIP program 
has provided improved housing for many families on the 
Yakima Reservation. A typical HIP house at the Yakima 
Reservation is shown on page 29. To make the limited 
funds serve as many families as possible, the HIP 
program has been used extensively for making repairs to 
existing houses. Only a few new houses have been built 
each year, and these have been primarily limited to elderly 
or handicapped applicants that cannot afford to purchase 
or rent a house under the HUD program. Requests for HIP 
assistance have averaged about 7 a year for new houses and 63 
a year for repairs compared to an average of 3 new HIP homes 
built and 37 homes repaired each year. As of March 1977, 
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HIP HOUSE BEING BUILT AT THE GILA RIVER RESERVATION BY "IMPROVED 

SANDWICH" METHOD. 

.*? -̂̂ 31Sslip. .':.^. r^>-^f~m:mS'l!-

NEARLY COMPLETED HIP "IMPROVED SANDWICH" HOUSE AT GILA RIVER 
RESERVATION. 
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HIP HOUSE AT YAKIMA RESERVATION, WASHINGTON 
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Indian families make limited 
use of FmHA programs 

FmHA programs are basically loans with terms similar 
to what might be offered by a commercial bank. Thereforer 
they generally require monthly payments higher than those 
required under HUD programs. This factor generally limits 
their use to those Indian families which (1) have incomes 
too high to qualify for HUD programs or BIA-HIP assistance 
but are unable to obtain bank financing for some reason, 
such as the trust status of their proposed homesites; 
(2) may not be served by HUD or BIA programs on the 
reservations because they are not enrolled tribal members 
or live outside the reservation boundaries; or (3) do not 
have HUD programs available to them because their tribe 
has not formed a housing authority. 

FmHA statistics show that 486 rural housing loans , 
totaling $8,924,000 were made to Indians during fiscal year 
1976. This figure may be somewhat misleading becaus^ it 
includes loans made to all persons who state that they are 
Indians. The number of loans made to Indians living on 
reservations would be considerably less. For example, 
FmHA information for fiscal year 1976 shows that in Arizona, 
64 housing loans totaling $1,304,000 were made to Indians, 
but only 26 of these, totaling $516,074 were made to Indians 
living on reservations. In total, during fiscal years 1974 
through 1976, FmHA made 114,housing loans totaling $2,090,504 
to Indians living on reservations in Arizona. Similar 
information for Washington State shows that eight housing 
loans totaling $131,000 were made to Indians in fiscal year 
1976. Only two of these loans totaling $15,600 were made 
to Indians on reservations. For fiscal years 1974 through 
1976, FmHA made a total of 31 housing loans totaling $212,980 
to Indians living on reservations in Washington State. 

The limited use of FmHA programs by Indians was 
discussed in a February 1975 staff report on Indian housing, 
prepared at the request of the Chairman, Senate Committee 
on Interior and Insular Affairs. The report concluded that 
despite the relative concentration of Indian people in rural 
areas, Indian housing needs were not being adequately met by 
the FmHA rural housing programs. As an example, the report 
cited South Dakota where Indians comprise nearly 6 percent 
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of the State's total rural population and yet had 
received only 1.7 perceiit of the FmHA loans made in fiscal 
years 1972 and 1973. The report pointed out that since FmHA 
is one of the primary Federal agencies involved with housing 
needs of rural people, the increased application of the 
programs to rural Indians may be an important factor in 
meeting Indian housing needs. 

One factor contributing to the limited use of FmHA 
programs by Indians is the nature of the programs theinselves. 
In testimony before the Senate Subcommittee on Ihdiain j 
Affairs in May 1975, the Executive Director of the Housing 
Assistance Council stated that fully two-thirds of the 
Indian families living in substandard housing are too poor 
to participate in FmHA housing programs. However,: in a 
March 1976 letter to the FmHA Administrator, the BIA 
Commissioner indicated that, for higher income Indians, 
FmHA housing loan programs had fulfilled a particular 
need on reservations. 

The limited extent to which FmHA is serving reservation 
housing needs was also mentioned by the BIA Housing 
Development Officer at the Yakima Reservation. He stated 
that the FmHA section 502 homeownership loans were a 
possible source of housing assistance for a limited number 
of Indian families living on or near the reservation. He 
estimated that he had referred between 20 and 30 families to 
the local FmHA office who probably would not have received 
assistance from the HUD or BIA programs on the reservation 
because they (1) had relatively high incomes, (2) were not 
enrolled tribal members, or (3) lived outside reservation 
boundaries. Also, he said many such families could not 
obtain bank financing due to the trust status of their 
proposed homesites. He said, however, that the HUD prbgrams 
would generally be the most attractive source of housing 
because they require lower monthly payments than the FmHA 
programs. For example, the monthly payments for HUD^financed 
homeownership units on the Yakima Reservation are based On 
adjusted family income and currently range from $18 to 
$125 and average about $42. In contrast, the estimated 
average monthly payment for principle and interest on a 
FmHA homeownership loan would be about $180 without the ' 
interest credit allowed for low^income borrowers and 
$80 with the maximum allowable credit. 

Although the BIA Housing Development Officer at 
Yakima did not follow up on the families he had referred 
to FmHA, we obtained information from the FmHA Washington 
State Office which showed that only one housing loan had 
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been made to an Indian family living on the Yakima 
Reservation during fiscal years 1974 through 1976. Applica
tions had been received from five such families during those 
years. The two county offices which serve the Yakima 
Reservation listed a total caseload of five active loans to 
reservation families. 

Impact of FmHA staff shortage 

Staff shortages at county offices have apparently 
resulted in an inability on the part of FmHA to (1) make 
rural housing loans in the amounts authorized by the Congress, 
despite a large backlog of applications and (2) conduct an 
adequate outreach program to provide tribal and BIA housing 
officials and Indian families with more information and 
easier access to FmHA programs. These staff shortages were 
discussed during Senate hearings on rural housing held by 
the Subcommittee on Housing and Urban Affairs of the 
Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs in November 
1974. The shortages were given as the primary reason FmHA 
returned over $375 million in housing fund authorizations 
in fiscal year 1974, despite a backlog of about 76,000 
loan applications. 

During fiscal year 1976 appropriation hearings, the 
FmHA Administrator testified that FmHA needed 778 
additional full-time employees to meet staff shortages 
and allow expansion of its activities into towns with 
populations of 10,000 to 20,000 as required by the Housing 
and Community Development Act of 1974. The Congress 
responded by appropriating $12 million above the amount 
requested by the administration for salaries and expehses 
for fiscal year 1976. Although this amount was considered 
sufficient to hire an additional 1,000 to 1,100 employees, 
for some reason FmHA hired only 400 full-time and 300 part-
time and temporary employees. 

The staff shortages also make it difficult for FmHA 
staff to devote time to providing information and easier 
access to their programs for tribal and BIA housing officials 
and Indian families. For example, in Washington State each 
county office has only one or, in some cases, two employees 
to process and service housing loans as well as the other 
FmHA loans. According to FmHA Washington State Office 
officials, the county office workload allows little time 
for promoting or explaining FmHA programs to increase the 
number of applications. 

Two FmHA county supervisors in Arizona also cited the 
effects of staff shortages. One pointed out that they 
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did not have the necessary staff to process loan 
applications received from Indians. The other stated 
that they did not have the personnel needed to service 
loans to Indians on reservations. He stated that 
it generally required more time to contact the borrower 
on a reservation than was required for servicing loans 
elsewhere. He believed this was the primary reason for 
the high delinquency rate among borrowers on the 
reservation served by his office. 

Actions to increase use of 
FmHA programs by Indians 

Despite staff shortages, FmHA has made an effort to 
improve its service to Indians, The effectiveness of the 
actions taken, however, has been limited. 

FmHA designated a National Indian Coordinatpr at the 
headquarters level and Indian Coordinators in 37 of its 
State offices, published a handbook and fact sheet in an 
attempt to make Indians more aware of FmHA programsy and 
established part-time suboffices on some reservations to 
provide Indian families more information on and easier 
access to FmHA loans. 

Responsibilities of the State Office Indian 
Coordinators—in addition to their existing duties—are to 

—maintain close liaison with local FmHA offices 
serving Indian populations and reservations; 

—be familiar with all FmHA programs available to 
Indians living on and off reservations; 

—advise the State director of the need for 
training agency personnel in offices where 
problems exist in providing FmHA housing 
assistance to Indians; and 

—help to organize a State FmHA program totally 
responsive to the needs of Indian leaders, BIA, 
and other agencies working with Indians. 

The FmHA Indian Coordinators for the two State 
Offices we visited—Arizona and Washington—said that FmHA 
does not have a formal outreach effort specifically for 
Indians in their States and that they have not deitermined 
the potential number of Indian families that could be 
served by their program. However, they had sent copies of 
the FmHA handbook, "Rural Credit for American Indians*" and 
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the fact sheet, "FmHA Credit for American Indians," to all 
of the tribes within their States. They have also discussed 
FmHA housing loans at meetings with tribal officials. In 
addition, a part-time suboffice was established on one 
reservation in Washington State to provide Indian families 
with easier access to FmHA loans. This office operated 
for one-half day every other week with limited results. 
For fiscal years 1974 through 1976, only two applications 
were received and only one loan was approved on that 
reservation. In Arizona, two of the regular county offices 
are located on Indian reservations and had made 31 loans 
to Indians during fiscal years 1974 through 1976. 

The FmHA State Office Indian Coordinator for Arizona 
said that he spends a limited amount of time promoting 
housing loans to Indians because of (1) his other duties 
which included business and industrial loans, (2) the 
time and distances involved in getting to the reservations, 
and (3) a shortage of travel funds. 

The FmHA Indian Coordinator for Washington State said 
that he has proposed to tribal officials that a tribal; 
employee be designated for training by FmHA as a loan 
packager, but he has not been successful in this effort. 
A packager is a person or organization that assists 
applicants, without charge, in submitting loan applicatioris 
to FmHA, and thereby helps to reduce the workload on the 
county office staffs. In this regard, we found that the 
BIA Housing Development Officer at the Gila River Reservation 
in Arizona was packaging FmHA loans for eligible applicants 
on that reservation. As of April 1977, there were 38 active 
section 502 loans at Gila River and another 29 section 502 
and 2 section 504 loan applications being processed. The 
Housing Development Officer felt that he had been successful 
in helping reservation families obtain FmHA loans that 
might not have been obtained otherwise because his packaging 
significantly reduces the workload on the understaffed 
FmHA county office. 

The Assistant to the Administrator of FmHA with 
coordination responsibility for the outreach effort told 
us that it is not a formal program. He stated that there 
is a lack of communication between FmHA and Indians and 
that they have tried to solve this problem by distributing 
handbooks and fact sheets and meeting with Indian groupis 
and BIA officials. He believes that this effort has had 
some success, but that most Indian families will find 
the HUD and BIA programs better suited to their needs. 
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CHAPTER 3 

INEFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT AND MAINTENANCE OF EXISTING 
HOUSING BY INDIAN HOUSING AUTHORITIES 

Indian housing authorities are a critical element in 
the management and delivery system for HUD Indian housing 
programs. They provide an interface between HUD and the 
Indian tribes, homebuyers, and tenants. 

As a general rule, we found that IHAs are ineffective 
in managing and maintaining housing units as required by HUD. 
This lack of effective management not only resulted in poor 
maintenance of existing units, but also in HUD refusing 
to approve the construction of additional units. Most 
of the units observed on the 12 reservations we visited 
needed repairs. Failure of IHAs and home buyers to 
make the necessary repairs in a timely manner has resulted 
in deterioration of many units which may affect the morale 
and, in some cases, the health and welfare of the bccupants. 
BIA and IHA officials recognize that deterioriated housing 
can cause Indian families to lose a sense of pride in 
their respective units. This contributes to the IHAs' 
inability to collect the rents and home buyer payments: 
necessary to provide adequate maintenance. 

Basic problems noted at the reservations visited and 
discussed in this chapter are: 

—IHAs' failure to collect rents and home buyer 
payments results in a loss of revenue which 
jeopardizes the IHAs* ability to meet normal 
operating expenses and provide adequate main
tenance. We found that 228 of 301 units Observed 
on 12 reservations were in need of repair. In 
addition, HUD has refused to approve new housing 
units for many IHAs because of their inability 
to collect rents and home buyer payments, 

—Operating subsidies are not provided to many IHAs 
and in those cases where they are provided they 
are often inadequate to meet the needs, 

—IHAs are unable to hire and retain an adequate 
and properly trained staff. As a result, they 
are unable to meet HUD's housing management 
requirements, such as maintaining accounting 
records, properly handling funds, and preparing 
and submitting timely reports. 
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—Lack of home buyer training contributes to 
maintenance problems because home buyers do not 
understand their obligations to provide mainte
nance and are not accustomed to budgeting their 
limited incomes for house payments and utilities. 

Under HUD regulations, a project application will not 
be approved unless HUD determines that the IHA has, or will 
achieve within a reasonable time, the capability; to 
adequately administer all of its projects in compliance 
with HUD requirements. This is to be done without an 
unreasonable need for continuing HUD assistahce. As a 
minimum, the IHA must have the ability to assurei (1) prompt 
completion of project development, (2) maintenance of 
complete and accurate accounting records, (3) prbper 
handling of funds, (4) timely preparatioh and submission 
of reports, (5) maintenance of the property, (6); joccupancy 
of the housing units, (7) determihatipn Of rents and 
home buyer payments, (8) prompt collecltion of rents and r 
home buyer payments, (9) prompt processing of evictions in 
cases of non-payment or other serious breach of a lea^e : 
or home buyer agreement, and (10) adequate staffing with 
qualified personnel. 

If HUD cannot approve an application because a ô̂ ^̂ ^̂ :̂!̂^ 
housing authority lacks adequate admiriistrative capability, 
HUD is to assist the housing authority to the extent funds• 
and staff are available. In these cases the appllection ; 
will be approved after adequate admiriistrative capability 
has been achieved, or the housing authority adbpts; and > 
implements a plan, acceptable to HUD, to achieve the 
capability within a reasonable time. 

FAILURE TO COLLECT RENTS AND 
HOME BUYER PAYMENTS 

Many IHAs experience significant difficulties in 
collecting rents and home buyer payments, and enforcing ; 
eviction policies. 

Rents and home buyer payments are IHAs' primary source 
of revenue to pay for operating expenses]and maintain 
services. HUD operating subsidies ar^ iriade ayaiilable 
in some cases to cover the gap betwe€»napP^oved operating 
expenses and the amounts chargeable to tenants and home 
buyers. However, the operating subsidies cannot be used to 
to cover cash deficiencies attributable to nohcollection 'f 
of rents and home buyer payments. 
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The failure of IHAs to promptly collect rents and 
home buyer payments has not only delayed housing production 
on some reservations, but has also jeopardized IHAs' 
financial capability to meet day-to-day management 
expenses and provide services required to effectively 
manage housing projects. 

All 12 IHAs included in our review were experiencing 
problems with high accounts receivable delinquencies. 
The following table shows the latest available balance 
obtained for each IHA. 

IHA 

All Indian 
Pueblo 

Crow 
Gila River 
Makah 
Papago 
Rocky Boy 
Swinomish 
Uintah-Ouray 
Warm Springs 
White Mountain 
Apache 

Wind River 
Yakima 

Date of 
ast available 
balance 

Feb. 

Feb. 
Feb. 
March 
Feb. 
Feb. 
May 
March 
Feb. 
Feb. 

March 
March 

1977 

1977 
1977 
1977 
1977 
1977 
1977 
1977 
1977 
1977 

1977 
1977 

Number of 
units 

managed 

990 

227 
217 
35 
257 
219 
35 
197 
50 
450 

163 
193 

Accounts 
receivable 
balances 

$ 71,822 

157,672 
28,369 
22,321 
96,985 

119,356 
6,849 

16,464 
11,094 
46,595 

6,121 
12,524 

A recent report of the American Indian Policy Review 
Commission!/ states that spiraling rental delinquencies are 
an "ominous cloud forming on the horizon of Indian housing." 
The report stated that because of delinquent rent payments 
and inadequate subsidies from HUD, IHAs lack the funds 
needed to meet their management and maintenance obligations. 
The report further stated that the impending insolvency 
of IHAs will seriously affect the delivery of Indian housing 

1̂/A commission established by Public Law 93-580, passecl 
~ January 2, 1975, consists of 11 members—3 U.S. Senators, 

3 U.S. Representatives, and 5 Indians. Its purpose was 
to review the Indians' unique relationship with the 
Federal Government and determine necessary revisions 
in the policies and programs that affect Indians, 
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HUD, BIA, and IHA officials give the following reasons 
for the high delinquencies: 

—Most Indian families live in poverty and cannot 
afford the payments. 

—Indian families have not received the educational 
opportunities which would give them the ability 
to manage their incomes, 

—Due to their cultural background, mortgage and 
rental payments are not a natural way of life for 
Indian families. 

—IHA staffs do not have the experience required for 
housing management, including an awareness of the 
need to promptly collect rent and home buyer payments 

—Tribal leaders and courts are reluctant to enforce 
collection and eviction policies because there is 
no place for evicted people to be housed; or, the 
delinquent occupants could be friends, relatives, 
or in some cases tribal leaders or court officials 
themselves. 

—Indian families do not make payments because of 
numerous construction deficiencies in their units, 
such as structural cracks in walls and foundations 
and collapsed ceilings. 

—Indian families do not make payments because the 
IHA failed to maintain tenants' accounts, and the 
tenants' financial liabilities were not known. 

Failure to collect rents has delayed the production 
of additional units and resulted in an inability to properly 
maintain existing units as discussed below. 

High rental delinquencies delay 
production of new units 

A 1976 HUD audit report on the Crow IHA stated that 
the IHA was in noncompliance with almost every major HUD 
requirement regarding tenant/participant occupancy. In 
particular, the report cited the failure to collect rents 
and home buyer payments. It stated that as of June 30« 
1976, the outstanding balances exceeded $122»000. 
As a result, revenues had been insufficient to cover 
essential expenses, and the financial and operational 
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stability of the IHA projects was in jeopardy. The situation 
deteriorated further by February 1977 when the balance rose 
to $157,672. This problem contributed to the HUD Denver 
Regional Office's decision to deny more housing units to 
the Crow IHA for fiscal year 1977. 

Similar problems caused the HUD Denver Regional Office 
to deny allocation of units for fiscal year 1977 to two 
other IHAs—Fort Berthold and Rocky Boy. 

HUD's Seattle region denied an allocation of HUD 
housing units to the Swinomish IHA for 2 1/2 yê ars while 
HUD attempted to have the IHA reduce its rental and home 
buyer delinquencies. In May 1974, after 35 units had been 
completed, HUD informed IHA and tribal officials that the 
IHA's housing program was virtually uhmanaged. As examples, 
HUD cited the fact that only 1 of the 33 residents required 
to make payments had paid up. HUD pointed out that the 
residents were a total of $7,169 behind in their rents and 
home buyer payments, and that while the average payment 
required was only about $35, the families were ah average of 
7 payments behind. HUD required that the IHA take steps to 
improve its collection of delinquent rents and payments. An 
August 1974 audit report by the Office of Audit and 
Investigation, Department of the Interior, also pointed out 
several management problems and stated that tenant accounts 
receivable had increased from $1,375 in October 1971 to $8,081 
in July 1974. 

In June 1974 representatives of the HUD Seattle Area 
Office and the Swinomish IHA met to discuss the author ity'is 
plans to apply for 25 more units. At this meeting HUD 
again informed the IHA of the need for program improyeroents. 
In December 1974 HUD informed the IHA that to qualify for 
mora units, the delinquent accounts would have to be reduced 
to $500 by May 1, 1975. The IHA responded that HUDVS expecta
tions were unreasonable and could not be met, and that HUD 
was making rent and payments collection a higher priority 
than adequate housing provisions for low-income families. HUD 
responded that they give both issues equal priority, but that 
a credible, business-like, management policy is essential to 
successful housing solutions. The IHA chairman told HUD that 
the average gross family income on the reservation was $2*500* 
He said that large families and inefficient fiscal manageinent 
made it impossible to enforce the sort of systematic management 
desired by HUD. 

In October 1975 the Swinomish IHA applied again to the 
HUD Seattle Area Office for an additional 50 units* even 
though delinquent accounts had only been reduced to $7*315% 
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HUD informed the IHA that even though there were no 
unallocated units available at that time, it would not 
accept an application from the IHA until the delinquent 
accounts were reduced to an acceptable level. The IHA 
chairman replied that the delinquencies were partly due 
to the poverty on his reservation where he estimated that 
unemployment ranged from 35 to 50 percent of the work force. 

Again in May 1976 the Swinomish IHA applied for 
50 units. This application was not accepted because HUD's 
Seattle region still had no housing units to allocate. 
A HUD analysis of monthly home buyer and rental payments 
showed that payment delinquencies had risen to $9,300 by 
August 1976. 

In January 1977 units became available and HUD 
allocated 27 units to the Swinomish IHA. The accounts 
receivable balance was $8,849 in May 1977. 

In HUD's San Francisco Region, the construction of 
350 housing units for 8 tribes included under the 
All Indian Pueblo IHA were delayed because of high 
delinquencies. In a December 17, 1975, letter, HUD 
expressed concern over the high level of receivables at 
the All Indian Pueblo IHA and stated that approval of 
additional units was contingent upon evidence of perfor
mance to correct management deficiencies. After about a 
1-year delay, HUD allowed the processing of these projects 
to resume, not because the delinquencies had been reduced, 
but because the tribes and the IHA showed an initiative 
to collect current charges. 

The HUD San Francisco Region has also postponed 
further processing of tv̂ o projects totaling 66 units for the 
Papago IHA. HUD cited as reasons management deficiencies 
and the financial condition of the IHA resulting from the 
high payment delinquencies. 

Failure to collect rents and home buyer 
payments results in poor maintenance 

The failure of IHAs to promptly collect rents and 
home buyer payments results in their not having sufficient 
revenues to pay for normal operating expenses and mainte
nance services for HUD projects. This situation has 
adversely affected IHAs* ability to perform normal 
maintenance required for HUD rental units and also for home-
ownership units where homeowners have not met their own 
maintenance responsibilities. 
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In addition to normal maintenance needs, IHAs are 
burdened by a large number of "built in" maintenance 
problems resulting from faulty design and poor construction 
of units. 

Under the ACC executed for each HUD low-income housing 
project, the IHA assumes the legal obligation for overall 
project maintenance. This applies to both rental and home** 
ownership housing. In rental projects che IHA is generally 
responsible for all routine and nonroutine maintenance. For 
homeownership units the homebuyer is obligated to perform 
routine maintenance. However, the IHA is responsible to HDD 
to perform that work necessary to protect the physical 
condition of the property if tenants and home buyers do not 
meet their obligations. 

The majority of all HUD units observed on the 12 
reservations we visited required some type of repair. 
The following table summarizes our findings. 

Reservat ion 

All Indian 
Pueblo 

Crow 
Gila River 
.Makah 
Papago 
Rocky Boy 
Swinomish 
Uintah-Ouray 
Warm Springs 
White Mountain 
Apache 

Wind River 
Yak ima 

Number 
of units 
managed 

990 

227 
217 
35 

257 
219 
35 
197 
50 
450 

163 
193 

Number 
of units 
observed 

14 

23 
25 
9 
25 
10 
18 
25 
50 
24 

35 
38 

Number 
of units 
requiring 
repair 

7 

27 
21 
9 
20 
8 
IT 
20 
50 
21 

19 
9 

Total 3,033 301 228 

We found few units which had been physically abused* 
although we did Tind some old^r units showing signs of 
continued neglect and which required immediate attention to 
pru'vent structural damage. For the most part, the units 
required maintenance associated with normal wear and teat. 
The following pictures illustrate some of the general 
iTiaintenanct conditions found. 
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BROKEN KITCHEN CABINET DOOR AND FLOOR TILES 
IN HUD HOMEOWNERSHIP HOUSE AT CROW 
RESERVATION. MONTANA. 

BROKEN WINDOWS IN HUD 
RESERVATION ARI^fONA 

OW^I^RSHIP HOUSE AT 6ILA R IV iH 

R ^ 



BATHTUB SEALS AND PIPES LEAK AND RESULT iN 
WATER LEAKING THROUGH FLOOR INTO THE 
BASEMENT OF THIS HUD HOMEOWNERSHIP HOUSE AT 
THE CROW RESERVATION. 
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Most HUD units need maintenance and repair because 
IHAs do not have the financial capability to keep current 
with the problems. 

For example, Swinomish IHA officials explained that 
they lack the funds needed to implement a sound preventive 
maintenance program for their rentai units. Currently, the 
IHA is only able to make repairs requiring immediate atten
tion, such as replacing broken windows and fixing furnaces. 

In 1976 the Swinomish Indian Reservation employed 
a private consulting firm to survey housing conditions at 
the reservation. Of the 35 HUD units, 33 were inspected. 
One unit had experienced a fire, and repair work was to 
be funded with fire insurance proceeds. The estimated cost 
to make repairs necessary for the remaining 32 units was 
about $64,600—$12,200 for rental units and $52/400 for 
the homeownership units. The most common problems noted 
for both rental and homeownership units were (1) patching 
and painting interior wallis, (2) caulking around bathroom 
fixtures, (3) fixing closet doors/(4) weather stripping 
and/or installing storm windows, and (5) paihting exteriors. 

IHA officials explained that they lack :the funds 
to take care of the problems—botli those in the rental 
units which are the IHA's resjptpnSibility and those in the 
homeownership uhits, where the homeowners do hot have 
sufficient income to do the neceissairy work. 

At all four IHAs we visited in HUD's Denver region, 
units required maintenance for such items as broken windows 
and screens; holes in walls; brokeh screen doors, kitchen 
cabinets, and garage doors; p^int; and leaking sinks. Many 
of the items could be repaired easily or could have been 
avoided through a normal preventive mainteriance program. 

The low incomes of Indian families have also cpntributed 
to the lack of maintenance in homeownership units which 
places an additional financial burden on IHAs, According 
to the executive directors of the Gila River and White 
Mountain Apache IHAs, the occupants of older (jirior to 1970) 
homeownership units could not afford to maintain their 
units. In the case of Gila Riverv the IHA purdhased paint 
for the occupants, but the White Mountain Apache IHA was 
not financially able to assist the homeowners. 

In addition to financial probleins faced by IHAs 
in performing normal maintenance of HUD units, We found 
that design and construction deficiencies will result in 
costly repairs in the future. According to BIA arid IHA 
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officials, these problems are sometimes the reason why 
homeowners feel no pride of ownership and do not maintain 
their units. Not only do these deficiencies mean a 
potential financial burden on IHAs bjt, in some cases, 
may represent unsafe and unhealthy units. 

The following examples illustrate the types of 
problems found in HDD's Denver region. 

-Numerous construction pro 
the Crow and Rocky Boy Re 
result in costly repairs 
constructed projects resu 
testing of soils, insuffi 
poor monitoring by HUD. 
Crow Reservation, houses 
foundations and support b 
doors are either so tight 
or are so loose they must 
sealed in the winter to a 
conditions were found on 

blems have occurred at 
servations which may 
in the future; Poorly 
Ited from inadjequate 
cient inspection/and 
For example, at the 
have cracks in the 
earns, roofs leak, and 
they will not open 
be nailed shut and 
voidheat loss., Similar 
the Rocky Boy Reservation 
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S'WIf'SHllSilSi'if^W'*'*'.'*'' 

CRACKED FOUIMDATION ON HUD HOME-
OWISIERSHIP HOUSE AT CROW RESERVATION. 

Homes have cracked foundations, uneven floors, 
inadequate insulation, and faulty wiring. The 
problems with doors and cracked foundations are 
illustrated in the two preceding pictures. 

In order to correct the problems at the Crow 
Reservation, a HUD inspector had visited every 
home to determine what needed to be corrected 
and how much it would cost. HUD is not yet sure 
how the funds will be obtained to correct the 
problems, 

-The health and welfare, of some occupants may 
be adversely affected because of an inadequate 
water supply. This occurred as a result of 
unsatisfactory testing of water sources, 
reluctance of homeowners to select another site 
after tests were negative, or faulty construction. 
For example, at the Crow Reservation, even with 
a water softener, the iron in the water made the 
bathtubs turn dark red. Consequently, one owner 
had to travel about 20 miles to obtain water. 
An unsealed well at the Crow Reservation made 
the water susceptible to contamination. At the 
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Rocky Boy Reservation, four families were 
required to haul their water because natural 
gas leaked into the well. Three or four homes 
at the Uiritah-Ouray Reservation had no water 
supply because of dry wells. One of these 
owners had been hauling his water for the past 
5 months. 

HUD San Francisco region officials estimated that 
about $3 million is needed to correct design and construction 
deficiencies in approximately 2,000 HUD units in that region. 
This does not include funds needed to correct nbrmal mainte
nance problems on these same units. The fpllowing examples 
illustrate some of the design and construct ion problems. 

—At the All Indian Pueblo IHA, structural cracks 
have occurred in at least 400 lunits. This was 
caused because soils were not tested for stability 
and now the houses are settling. Two of the units 
have been vacated because they were determined 
to be unsafe for occupancy. 

—At the Papago IHA, structural beams are twisting 
away from the ceilings because of poor constructioh 
practices. Also, cement masonry blocks are 
shifting because they were not reinforced. The 
following picture illustrates this problem. 

MASONRY BLOCKS SHIFTING BECAUSE THEY WERE NOT 
REINFORCED ON HUD HOMEOWNERSHIP HOUSE AT THE 
PAPAGO RESERVATION, ARIZONA. 
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At the Yakima Indian Reservation, BIA and IHA 
officials stated that incomplete and improper construction 
is the primary reason why some occupants do not maintain 
their units. The maintenance condition of most HUD home-
ownership projects at Yakima could be considered good, 
with one exception—the 10 homeownership units constructed 
in 1968. The units were never completed as planned and 
several items were either omitted or installed improperly. 
For example, vents and attic louvers were omitted, some 
siding was improperly installed, exterior and interior 
window trim was not completed, closet doors and hardware 
were either not installed or install«̂ d improperly, 
plumbing was not completed to code, and electrical work 
was either not completed or was completed improperly. 

The IHA made several unsuccessful attempts 
between 1972 and 1976 to obtain necessary funding from 
HUD to finish the project. Although this project was 
used as an example of uncompleted projects in our 1971 
Indian housing report, as of June 1977, the project had 
still not been completed. 

OPERATING SUBSIDIES ARE INADEQUATE 
TO MEET IHA DEFICITS 

HUD operating subsidies are made available in some 
cases to cover the gap between approved operating expenses 
and rental and home buyer payment revenues. However, the 
subsidies are determined by a method which does not 
adequately consider the special needs of IHAs. In some 
cases IHAs needing financial assistance cannot qualify 
for a subsidy because of inefficient management. In 
other cases IHAs receive subsidies which are considered 
inadequate by HUD and IHA officials. 

Under certain conditioris HUD can provide annual 
operating subsidies to housing authorities. For homeowner
ship projects, IHAs may receive operating subsidies equal 
to the budgeted operating deficit; i.e., the amount by 
which approved operating expenses exceed estimated operating 
receipts of the project. 

For rental projects IHAs are eligible for operating 
subsidies under the Performance Funding System (PFS) 
method of determination. Under PFS, each IHA's operat
ing subsidy is calculated by a formula which is based on 
the operating costs experienced by comparable high performance 
public housing authorities. HUD's Indian Housing Handbook 
points out that: 
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"In other words, low performance IHA's will receive 
no more operating subsidy than would be required 
for a high performing public housing authority of 
comparable size, location, and characteristics.' n 

The above methods of determining operating subsidy 
amounts—the HUD approved operating budget deficit for 
home buyer units and PFS for rental units—were developed 
to encourage efficient operation of housing authorities. 
A HUD-sponsored study by the Urban Institute to develop 
PFS found that high performing public housing authori
ties cost less to manage than low performing ones. One 
of the factors used in determining the level of performance 
was rent delinquencies. Because many IHAs would be 
considered low performers on the basis of their high percen
tage of rent and home buyer payment delinquencies, the 
present concept of determining subsidies tends to penalize 
those IHAs most in need of the subsidies. 

There is a significant difference between accounts 
receivable delinquencies of IHAs and non-Indian housing 
authorities. For example, in August 1976 the HUD Seattle 
Area Office analyzed monthly home buyer and rental payments 
for IHAs and other housing authorities in Washington State 
and found that the percentage of delinquent accounts for 
the IHAs ranged from 50 to 100 percent. In contrast, the 
delinquencies for the non-Indian housing authorities were 
generally much less. Six reported no delinquencies, 
10 reported between 1 and 3 percent delinquencies, and only 
5 reported larger amounts, ranging from 4 to 49 percent. 
According to a HUD Seattle Area Office official, IHA 
delinquencies have generally increased while those of 
non-Indian housing authorities have remained constant 
since the analysis was m.ade. 

Although HUD's Denver and San Francisco Regional 
Offices had not made such analyses, officials of those 
office.- agreed that IHAs experience significantly higher 
delinquencies than non-IHAs. 

In HUD's Seattle region, only 3 of the 18 IHAs located 
in Washington and Oregon were receiving operating subsidies. 
The Yakima IHA in Washington and the Umatilla and 
Warm Springs IHAs in Oregon were receiving operating 
subsidies for their rental units under PFS, 

The executive* directors of the Yakima and Warm Springs 
IHA.<; stated that while the operating subsidies help the 
IHAs in inr>et ing ohl i<|at ions, the subsidy is not enough to 
<?f f«i'Ct jvc?3 y inaniiqo th<?ir units. 
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Swinomish IHA officials told us that they had never 
received an operating subsidy from HUD. They pointed out 
that currently the IHA needs additional funds but HUD will 
not give them a subsidy. According to these officials, HUD 
states that the IHA management is inefficient arid uses the 
high accounts receivable balances as the basic reasbn for 
denying the subsidy. 

HUD headquarters officials advised us that housing 
authorities are eligible for operating subsidies if their 
annual operating budget shows expenses to exceed revenues. 
They further advised us, however, that the agency's field 
offices have the prerogative to withhold operating subsidies 
from an authority if it is felt that the authprity has 
been neglectful in its management and spending practices. 

According to officials of HUD's Portland and Seattle 
Area Offices, the basic principle of PFS—rewarding 
efficiency and penalizing inefficiency—is equitable. 
They acknowledged that several IHAs need firiahcial assist
ance but that this need is causec3 by poor collectibn 
practices. They stated that each IHA's abiiity to collect 
rents and home buyer payments is a test of that IHA's 
efficiency, and only the more efficient IHAs are receiving 
a subsidy under PFS. 

In HUD's Denver region, 20 of the 24 IHAs were receiving 
operating subsidies under PFS. However, accoirding to 
HUD officials, the subsidies are inadequate for most IHAs. 
A HUD official explained that PFS does not take into 
account the size of the reservatiori, the di'spersal of the 
units, or the hard wear and tear placed on the iihits. 

In commenting on this report, HUD pointed out that, 
in homeownership projects, costs for utilities and mainte
nance are the home buyers' obligatiohs arid that such costs 
should not be used to compute the operatingideficit and 
subsidy. HUD also noted that, for both homeownership and 
rental projects, operating subsidies were not to cover a 
loss of revenues resulting from monthly paymerit delinquen
cies. Only when the delinquencies reached the point at 
which they were written off as uncollectible did such 
losses become part of the operating deificit, 

LACK OF ADEQUATE STAFF AND TRAINING 

Inadequate and poorly trained staff also contribute to 
difficulties IHAs have in effectively managing: housing 
projects. IHAs have not been able to hire arid retain : 
qualified personnel, and training opportunities have been 
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limited or where provided have not been effective. As a 
result, IHAs fail to meet many of HUD's housing management 
requirements, such as (1) promptly collecting rents and 
home buyer payments, (2) maintaining complete and accurate 
accounting records, (3) properly handling funds, (4) pre
paring and submitting timely reports, (5) maintaining HUD 
units, and (6) determining rents and home buyer payments in 
a timely manner. 

The HUD Indian Housing Handbook emphasizes that only 
through the long-term retention of qualified, trained, and 
experienced staff can an IHA obtain the professiortal level 
of management needed to meet HUD's management requirements. 
The handbook notes that frequent turnover of staff had 
created severe management problems fOr some housing authori
ties and this would be considered by HUD in assessing IHA 
management performance. While HUD states that IHAs should 
have qualified, trained, and experienced staff, it has 
not defined or established guidelines as to what staffing 
patterns IHAs should have, and what qualifications and 
experience levels should be obtained in hiring staff. 

Recognizing the special conditions^—-newness of 
housing programs, difficulty in obtaining well-qualified 
staff, and limited resources—faced by IHAs, HUD's Indian 
Housing Handbook emphasizes the need to provide thorough 
housing management training to IHA staffs, HUD regional 
and area office officials are responsible for monitoring 
training needs, determining types of training neede<3, 
scheduling periodic conferences, and apprising IHAs of 
training opportunities available. 

Training provided IHA staffs, however, has been very 
limited. To date, HUD's efforts have generally taken 
the form of HUD regional and/or area office personnel 
giving advice and assistance to individual IHA staffs for 
specific problems. On occasion, HUD regional or area 
offices have held meetings or workshops to discuss varibus 
aspects of housing authority management. 

Many IHAs have experienced high turnover and lack of 
previous management experience with executive directors. 
For example, the Makah IHA has had 6 executive directors 
in the last 4 years. There have been 6 executive directors 
at both the Papago and White'Mountain Apache IHAs since 
1972. Only 2 of the 12 IHAs included in our review have 
not experienced high turnover. The executive directors 
at the Uintah-Ouray and Yakima IHAs have been there for 
about 7 years. Furthermore, only two of the IHAS included 
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in our review—Gila River and All Indian Pueblo—have 
executive directors who came to that position with previous 
housing management experience. 

The lack of education and work experience of 
staffs has contributed to the problems IHAs have in not meeting 
HUD management requirements. For example, at the Papago IHA, 
HUD determined that the IHA staff was not capable of per
forming housing management functions, citing the staff's 
lack of basic mathematical skills as one of the problems. 

The use of part-time staffs can also hamper IHA 
effectiveness. For example, the Swinomish IHAr according 
to the chairman of the housing courti;!!, is unable to 
prepare and submit HUD required finaricial reports in a 
timely manner, perform HUD required tenant/occupant 
income reexaminations, enforce prompt rental and home 
buyer payments, and adequately maintain HUD units because 
the entire IHA staff is part-time. 

At the four reservations we visited in HUD's Denver 
region, HUD-required finaneiaL and management forms and 
reports were rarely prepared and s^nt to HUD; accouriting 
records were neither current nor complete; required income 
recertifications were rarely prepared; and rehts and home 
buyer payments were not being collected prbmt>tly. The 
1976 HUD audit report of the Crow IHA stated that no 
opinion could be expressed on the IHA's financial condition 
or the results of its operation for the 99r-month 
period from June 30, 1967, to September 30, 1975r because 
of numerous management deficiencies/ including those listed 
above. The audit report stated that the IHA lacked staff, 
personnel expertise, and training to assure an effective 
operation. The report stated further that HUD should 
provide onsite assistance and extensive training for opera
tion of the authority until a viable organization and staff 
had been established with demonstrated capability to 
administer all aspects of the housing prbgcam. Our review 
disclosed that although some effort has been made by RUD 
to provide more monitoring and training, many of the 
situations noted by the HUD audit have remained the same 
or, in some cases, grown worse. 

The Makah IHA in HUD's Seattle tegion developed 
35 units of HUD homeownership housing in 1973. In addition* 
the housing authority and HUD had sighed an ACC for an 
additional 45 units. The Makah IHA h^s had managieinent 
problems with the original 35-unit project and was informed 
by the HUD Seattle Area Office on June 30f 1975* that 
failure to effectively address the problems could lead to 
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suspending the processing of the additional 45-unit 
project. The problems listed by HUD included such things 
as (1) delinquent home buyer payments of $13,920, 
(2) failure to reexamine home buyers' incomes annually 
and keep adequate records of payment reductioriSf (3) a 
lack of formally adopted policies for persorinei, procure
ment, and disposition of property, (4) actual expenses 
exceeding the budgeted amounts, (5) uriresolved construction 
deficiencies, and (6) a need for training in all aspects 
of the HUD program. In regard to training, thei June 30, 
1975, HUD letter to the housing authority informed them 
that the Seattle Area Office would be conduGting manage
ment workshops in fiscal year 1976 and encouraged the 
Makah Housing Authority to participate. The executive 
director of the housing authority wrote to HUD in 
July 1975, informing it that she had no trairiirig or 
experience concerning the policies and requirements of 
HUD and that the housing authority realized it had 
serious management deficiencies. She also stated that 
she was looking forward to the trairiing which was badly 
needed if the housing authority was to conform its manage
ment and collection policies and procedures to HUD's 
requirements. In July 1976 the executive directbr told us 
that she had not received any management trainirigj from HUD 
up to that time, although she had requested it. She 
subsequently attended HUD workshops in March and April 1977. 
These were the first workshops provided since fiscail year 
1974. 

HUD has recently begun a program to provide trairiing 
to IHAs, entitled Management Initiatives for Indian Housing. 
The HUD handbook for this program was sent to t:he 
HUD regions in August 1976. According to the HUD handbook, 
the program is to be a special short-term (2 years) catch-up 
effort for IHAs to improve their administrative capabilities 
to the point where they are substantially better equipped 
to carry out the operations and administration of their 
housing programs at a level acceptable to HUD. It 
apparently anticipates that one of the lohg-range benefits 
will be a reduction in the rapid turnover rate of IHA staff• 
The program is to provide training arid technical aissistahce 
in financial management, accounting, rental and occupancy 
functions, personnel management, utilities, supply manage-̂  
ment, modernization, resident-management relations, and 
housing development. 
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At the end of June 1977, 10 of the 12 IHAs included 
in our review had agreed to participate in the program. 
Three of the 10 (Crow, Uintah-Ouray, and Makah) had 
actually started training by the end of June 1977, and the 
remaining 7 were scheduled to start shortly. 

LACK OF HOME BUYER TRAINING 

Another area closely related to the funding, staffing, 
and training needs of the IHAs is the need for training 
home buyers of homeownership units. Indian home buyers often 
lack skills in home maintenance and housekeepirig and some
times do not understand their obligations to provide 
maintenance and are not accustomed to budgeting their limited 
incomes for house payments, maintenance, and utilities. As 
a result, maintenance is often not done and the units quickly 
deteriorate. 

We found that limited and only partially effective 
home buyer training opportunities have been provided in the 
past by the IHAs included in our review. 

HUD Seattle region 

Two of the four IHAs had provided training to homeowners 
of HUD units. The Yakima IHA has provided mandatory training 
to both homeowners and renters since 1972. This has been a 
joint effort between the Yakima County Cooperative Extension 
Service, the BIA housing branch, and the IHA. The training 
consists of three sessions covering responsibilities of 
homeowners and renters, including the financial obligations, 
family budgeting, credit, and consumer information; home 
care and maintenance; lawns and landscaping; arid services 
available to occupants. At the Makah Reservatiori, the 
training consisted of IHA officials visiting with each 
homeowner and holding a general tenant meeting. The primary 
purpose of the visits and meeting was tO disciiss how the HUD 
program works and the responsibilities Of the homeowners 
to make prompt payments and maintain the units. The two 
IHAs not providing training have been unable to do sb 
because of a lack of funds and personnel. 

HUD San Francisco region 

All four IHAs had provided limited training. For 
example, the White Mountain Apache and Gila River IHAs; 
had each provided only one training class to date. In one 
case the class was poorly attended, and in the other the 
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class was directed to one group which excluded homeowners 
of an older project for which training had not been provided* 
At the All Indian Pueblo IHA, home buyer training sessions 
emphasized maintenance of plumbing and heating systems. 
However, homeowner attendance was poor. For the Papago IHA, 
there was neither a record of the number of sessions held 
nor home buyer attendance at them, although we were advised 
that some training had been given. 

HUD Denver region 

Training funds had been provided to three of the four 
IHAs, but only two of them—Rocky Boy and Wind River—h,Sd 
actually provided training. The Rocky Boy iHA has provided 
training in three stages—home safety, minor repair techriiques, 
and fuel saving methods. The Wind River training cbrtsisted 
of visiting each home about four times and '•Mstributing 
pamphlets on home care. The Crow IHA also received trairiing 
funds, but the training coordinator's efforts were limited 
to infrequent visits coupled with his maintenance 
responsibilities. 

The following examples further illustrate problems 
resulting from the lack of homeownership training. 

—According to Makah IHA officials, before the 
IHA's recent training effort, most of the 
tenants were unaware of how the low income 
housing program worked and their obligations 
to make prompt payments and maintain the units. 
As a result, payment delinquencies were high 
and the units received very little maintenance 
attention. 

—At the Papago Reservation the lack of homeowner 
awareness of the importance of preventive main
tenance has resulted in collapsed ceilings in 
many units. The homeowners were not aware of 
the need to clean the filter systems of the 
roof-mounted air conditioning units. As a 
result, the heavy salt content in the water 
corroded the units, causing them to leak and 
allowing water to enter the attics. This water 
caused the ceilings to collapse. The following 
photo illustrates this problem. 
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COLLAPSING CEILING CAUSED BY WATER LEAKAGE FROM 
CORRODEn AIR COOLER ON HUD HOMEOWNERSHIP HOUSE 
AT PAPAGO RESERVATION, ARIZONA. 

—For t h e Ciow IHA, wheie home buyer t i a i n i n g has 
not t a k e n p l a c e , t h e e x e c u t i v e d i i e c t o r s t a t e d 
t h a t t h e majoi c a u j e of m a i n t e n a n c e p i o b l e m s i s 
t h a t homeownei s and t e n a n t s ator n e i t h e r aware of 
t h e n e e d , nor t r a i n e d on how, to. make oven s i m p l e 
home l e p a j t s . Sho s t a t e d f u i t h o t t h a t i f rome 
t t ^ i n i n j hjd been p i o v i d e d , t h e nniall p ioMoms 
would not have tutn<?d i n t o ma jo t p t o b l e m p . For 
e x a m p l e , an e x p l o s i o n o c c u i t o d in ono honne when 
t h e homeowner t t ic-d t o f i x a f VMII t y v a l v e on <i 
f u i n a c e . 

The HUD Ind ian Jrousinq t equ 1 iir i o n s , is!-.u«?fJ Match 9 , 1976 . 
i t ' q u i i e IHAis t o pt ov idt^ counso 1 inq t o hom«̂  buyei :rt t o d e v e l o p 
(1) a f u l l under Kt and in^i by howe huyoi s of tJ^on i<-SDon§ihi-
l i t i c ? s d9 ruif t re ipant f5 in a homeown'ij 5i. u» pj o ) t c t , (12 5 t h e 
•ability to meet; thei* J eftpons ih j 1 11 i«^;i, and OS a cooocj at iv€^ 
relationship with r.he- othoi ho!T^ii? buyers zsrv! !•.h"^ IHA, Tht 
training is to inolu'io cnunn*?! tnq on ^ h':* praru ,'iiim .'^nd \\\^. 
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(and'HmaijTVit!#r:J 
mOneyi;:j;;!-!5p 

"to?; 

homeowner ' s contr ibut ion, the oyeral|l pperatio?^ 
nance of the home and its equipment ;̂ji budget 
management, and information on r^SoU-rc^^ a;ndrisi|l̂ \r|iê  
available in the community to h^lp itie hoia^ 
counseling •program can; be •prpv;î:iefd:';''5|tf;:l̂^ 
contract with ••another organizatipn;,..;î n̂ d1-Hi:|̂  
include up to".-̂ $Mo' per' ;dwelling''I:iri.:;tie:;̂ ;|)rQiê fê ^ 
cost to pay fbr,.':it, One :.opt:rpn:;;:§jv̂ a:||̂ le-|!q]y 
is to use the Hpp-approvedl BiH i^ 
In: J u n e 1976 ;;BI%•issued^guide:iin;^jS^^^^^ 
p r e p a r ing home'•'buyer'' trainirig;'^:pr;<^p:o^^^ 
t o 'BIA for-.it.S:;':r'eview:^and^:.appr:bv^;i;-i^$i|^ 
a r e approved '-by '̂iBIA they'v will'^'b^omeii^it:^^^ 
ing- Progr-am. "'-Urider tetmsv-of•,arir::;i^rtti|rd^ 
BIA i ' s to- mon'itb'i' the- 'progr'am..ilinpl4ni5e)|t;^ 
its f inding.s toiV'HUD. -:';.';•;••'; •.''"(§<. p ; • ':-'''\-\yB.'P-]:'0 

T i a i i ' r i ! - | r ^ | fP |Q^ I ^ 
':>'m 

Some .iHAs'.'-;have begun/home-buyeti;::,tr:ain'irrg. .a^tiyjiMJie^MjiUird^ 
t h i s new .program-..: For example:: .• "̂'•..•••.'•r;:Ĥ .' -•%ii"/|';'f.!''--'iiitt 

—-As'-of ' June 30 , 197'7;,\:'si-x-;:o:f .̂tjhevijh ine";'lHA :̂:.if|:ii3m|.,̂ .̂  -.=,...,,,.,.,.,..™,:.,,.. 
• S t a t e s o f Oregon r.;wa:shing;t:on^lii;::aT|d''..Idah6'^^^ 

HUD .approved- BIA ;Hpraebuyer^-:Tt|aiiii'rig .:';i>tp̂ '̂ ^̂ ^ 
' had re.G.ei.yed a p p r o v a l . --• './Thre'|e:i:;bJ^;the; -f o.tij!p:;:|l||||||;Ji^ 

• :in our .-rr^eview were\ •ampng/i;thO's;fe/;Who-s^ 
appidved'..••. The Ya-kima• .lflAv::ha:dKn<>:t^.:s.ut)mit|^{dt;j^|t^^ 

• because:'.:.'-i;t p r e f e r r e d ;to-cbriti-niuef^with-iv'a^^ 
;• ..buyer' t r ' a f in ing pro'gram:..l:t •haB(|::.;sjiar'ted.-'inll^^ 

—At the.• .Gila River-' .I'HA>"-'••an-;• indj iyidua 1 •• ••h^ad;;;;'fc^e '̂itit:̂ i||i|?id 
and .had'--.undergorie' 'tr-ainirig.-Vin{-priepa.ratio;n..:tp̂  
implement the homie buyer training prpgra)??•̂ ^̂ '̂̂ ^̂ :̂ ^̂ ĵ ? 

— T h e All Indian Pueblo IHA had received a^iprpyal-^^^;^ 
of its homeownership) training proposal which;; ; J 
covered the per iodJivly 1976: through JUrie 197^ 
and the program had begun.; , 
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CHAPTER 4 

ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO MEET INDIAN HOUSING NEEDS 

The Indian housing need, failure of existing Federal 
programs to meet the need, and suggested alternative 
approaches have been widely discussed in recent years. 
Reports have been prepared by BIA, the staff of the Senate 
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, the American 
Indian Policy Review Commission, GAO, HUD, the Housing 
Assistance Council, the Rural Housing Alliance; the 
Center for Study of Responsive Law, and others. A 
National Indian Housing Conference was sponsored by HUD 
in November 1974, and several conferences have beeri sponsored 
by the National American Indian Housing Council. Hearings 
were held by the Senate Subcommittee on Indian Affairs 
in May 1975. A bill was introduced in the Senate on 
April 18, 1977, to provide improved housing and community 
development assistance to Indians. 

The general consensus of the various sources examined 
tend to support our conclusion that existing Federal 
programs have not been successful in meeting Indian housing 
needs because they are underfunded, have riot received 
enough emphasis, require too many complex and time-consuming 
procedures, lack flexibility, and require more trained people. 
Coordination problems among all entities involved in 
Indian housing was another problem pointed out by some 
of these sources. 

The alternatives that have been proposed to meet the 
Indian housing need have generally included a wide range 
of options, such as (1) changing the existing programs 
administratively, (2) creating special programs for iridian; 
housing using different criteria and standards than those 
used for other housing programs, and (3) consolidatirtg v 
all Indian housing programs into one Federal agericy to 
provide increased program emphasis and coordination. 

HUD, BIA, and FmHA officials, with major 
responsibilities for Indian housing programs, generally 
agree that the method of providing housing to Indian 
families should be simplified. They also agree that 
consolidating responsibility for Indian housing into a 
single agency would be beneficial. 

The following discussion covers some of the alternative 
solutions presen<-ed in recent years. 
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BIA OPTION PAPER 

In a July 1974 option paper prepared at the request of 
the Office of Management and Budget,:the Chief of BIA's 
Division of Housing Assistance discussed the status of 
Indian housing, the existing programs, and the problems with 
those programs. Some of the problems mentioned were 
(1) coordination between HUD, BIA, and IHS; (2) the iriab 
of FmHA programs to serve a large segment of Indian fam:ilies> 
and (3) a difficult and time-consuming application and 
approval process for the HUD programs, mahy> parts of which 
are urban oriented and relatively meaningless in Indian 
areas.. • 

The primary recommendation made was to authOriize BIA 
more funds to expand the HIP program and thus provide the 
necessary houses. It was estimated that this wbuld require 
$125 million a year for 7 to 10 years. Among its 
advantages were that (1) it would eliminate the cumbersome 
interdepartmental agreements betweeh HUD, BIA, arid IHS 
and put the responsibility in the agencies (BIA and IHS) 
which deal exclusively with Indian tribes and ;(2) HIP is 
the only housing program tailored to the unique needs of 
the Indian people. 

A suggested alternative to this recommendation was 
that BIA be given legislative authority to use;-the funding 
mechanism now used by HUD. VJith such ̂ authority,.BIA could 
provide all housing needs through a biroad-based housing 
program serving different income levels:, while minimizing 
the budgetary impact. However, the HUD funding mechanism 
has less impact on a particular fiscaii year's budget because 
it is based on amortizing the cost of the housing over a 
40-year period for rental units and ^25- to 30-year 
period for homeownership projects. BIA's HIP progiram 
provides grants which finance the entire cost of a home 
the year it is built. 

STAFF REPORT FOR THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON 
INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS 

A February 1975 staff report on Indian housing, 
prepared at the request of the Chairmari of the Senate 
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, jpOinted out 
significant shortcomings in the preserit method of, 
delivering houses to Indian people on trust land; and 
the kind of houses being delivered. Problems noted 
included (1) the lack of coordination between HUDr BIA, 
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and IHS in the construction of the housing, access roads, 
and sewer and water facilities, (2) the understaffed, under
paid, and inadequately trained IHA staffs being uhable to 
cope effectively with the Federal agencies' requirements, 
(3) the adaptation of HUD's program, designed for an urban, 
high-density, mass construction situation, to build on 
trust lands in sparsely populated ruraiarea^s, (4) the 
possibility that Indian projects may receive a lower i 
priority from HUD than non-Indian projects because they 
tend to be smaller and less organized;,r (5) the difficulty 
of obtaining private financing, such as bank: loaris, for 
housing on Indian lands because its trust status precludes 
obtaining mortgages, and (6) the lack 6f flexibility in 
Federal housing programs that prevents adapting the: 
designs of the houses to better meet the wide rarige of 
regional and cultural differences among Indians^ • 

The alternatives recommended in the staff repprt 
included: 

—Making administrative changes ;in the curr̂ rtt 
programs. This included establishing;Han ''Indiari desk'' in 
HUD; improving coordination between HUb>BIAr arid IHS; 
giving more responsibility and authority to tribal governments; 
and encouraging greater participatiori by FitiHA and VA in the 
Indian housing effort. 

—Making legislative and administirative changes Iri 
the current programs. In addition to the administrative 
changes listed above, this included legislation to permit 
waiving or adjusting the prototype Cost, maximum and X 
minimum rents, arid Davis-Bacon wage rate requirements if 
they were needed to make the building of Indian housing mote 
feasible. It also included amendingTthe Indian Financing 
Act of 1974 (25 U.S.C. 1451) to provide; for an extensive 
insurance or government guarantee program to help Indiaris 
get private home purchase loans from banks. 

—Developing a comprehensive Indian Housing and 
Community Development Act. It was proposed th^t this 
legislation include the legislative arid administirative changes 
discussed above. It could also include the corisplidation 
of all Indian housing programs into a:single existing agency 
or a new agency created solely for the purpose of providing 
Indian housing. The goal of such a reorganization would 
be to significantly increase program cqprdinaitibrv and 
review. It was felt that such a compriehensive Iridian 
housing act could also provide increased subsidies for the; 
rental and homeownership programs and a grant program 
similar to HIP but with much greater funding. 
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NATIONAL TRIBAL CHAIRMEN'S 
ASSOCIATION RESOLUTIONS 

On May 5, 1976, the National Tribal Chairmen's 
Association (NTCA)V passed a resolutiori asking the Congress 
to enact comprehensive legislation to consolidate the 
delivery of Indian housing and community development 
services under the direction of a sirigle department. They 
asked that the legislation include (1) commuriity develoipment 
block grant authority to support basic items siuchj as 
water and sanitation facilities, roads, streets, and 
fire protection, (2) guarantee authprity for cbriventional 
home loan financing, (3) loan autkority for housing 
programs that provide relatively small subsidies, 
such as FmHA homeownership loans, (4) authority for housing 
programs that provide large subsidies, such as the existing 
HUD programs, and (5) authority to repair and renovate^ 
existing housing for the elderly, iridigent, and isolated 
families needing assistance, similar to the BIA-HIP prbgram. 

This resolution and another that accompanied it stated 
that the three Federal departments that currently administer 
Indian housing programs are unable to effectively coordinate 
a sustained and efficient program. It was felt that a 
comprehensive Indian housing and commuriity development 
program administered by one department would eliminate the 
fractionalization in present Indian housing programs. 

On March 3, 1977, NTCA sent the above resolutioris 
to the Secretary of HUD stating that the conditions that 
caused passage of the resolutions had not changed and that 
they were reaffirming the resolutions arid makirig fbut 
recommendations to implement them, 

—The Secretary should make a commitment to establish 
Indian housing as a priority within HUD. 

—Policy making and program implementation should 
be consolidated within HUD, 

1̂ /An association of chairmen of all Indian reservations 
~ and federally recognized Indian tribes. Its purposes 
are to (1) provide meaningful consultation between 
the Federal Government and the Indian, (2) assist in 
directing and administering Federal Junds and progrliins 
which aid Indians, and (3) approve local and national 
Indian policies. 
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—The Indian Housing Handbook should be rewritten 
after consultation with other Federal agencies 
and Indian tribes, 

—The Secretary should take the initiative to develop 
comprehensive Indian housing legislation. 

The NTCA letter said that the Indian Housing Handijook had 
caused tremendous problems for both the HUD field staffs 
and IHAs, and that HUD's strict adherence to it had retarded 
the housing development program to the extent that; it was 
not operable. 

PROPOSED INDIAN HOUSING LEGISLATION 

On April 18, 1977, Senator Mike Gravel from Alaska 
introduced the Indian and Alaska Native Housing and Community 
Development Act. The proposed act (S. 1287) states: 

—There are substantial numbers of Indians ariid 
Alaska natives living in inadequate and substandard 
housing. 

—The concentration of substandard housing ainong 
Indians and Alaska natives is higher than among 
any other people in the Nation, 

—The lack of adequate housing has contributed to 
poor health conditions and other social arid economic 
problems, 

—Federal efforts undertaken thus far have not 
achieved the goal of providing adequate housing 
and community development for Indians and Alaska 
natives, 

—Existing Federal programs and available resources; 
could be marshalled to meet the housing and 
community development needs of Indians and Alaskai 
natives within 6 years, 

—Administrative problems are impeding efforts 
to implement these programs and meet the housing 
and community development needs of Indians and 
Alaska natives. 

The proposed act calls for establishing in HUD an Offlee 
of Indian and Alaska Native Affairs headed by an Assistant 
Secretary. The stated purpose of the office would be to 
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consolidate responsibility for and to deliver Federal housing 
and community development programs affecting Indians. In 
doing this the office would administer the HUD programs 
and assure their delivery in coordination with the 
Departments of the Interior and Healtii, Education, and 
Welfare; and other Federal agencies that may affect 
Indian housing and community development programs. 

The act would also require the Secretary to report 
to the Congress within 120 days of enactment the actions 
he has taken and will take, together with specific timef̂  
tables, to achieve the goal of providing decent, safe, and 
sanitary housing for all Indians and Alaskai natives within 
the ensuing 6 years. The report is to include recommenda-^ 
tions for legislative and administrative actions if it 
appears that the law, regulations. Or admiriistrative : 
actions interpose obstacles to achieving the goal. Similar 
reports would be required annually along with estimates 
of the cost of planned actions and statistics pn the 
condition of Indian housing. The Assistant Secretary Would 
also be required to conduct a national Indian housihg 
conference annually to include represeritatives of Fede#al> 
State, and local governments; and Indian groups, professional 
experts, and knowledgeable members of the general public. 
The purpose of the conferences would be to assess Indian 
housing conditions and develop recommendations fOr meeting 
the goal of the act. 

On September 11, 1977, we were advised by a staff 
member of the Senate Subcommittee on Housing and Urbain 
Affairs that action on S, 1287 had been indefiriitely post
poned. We were further advised that certain prpyisions 
of it had been incorporated in the Housing arid Community 
Development Act of 1977 which was enacted on October 12^ 1977. 

AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY 
REVIEW COMMISSION REPORT 

In May 1977 the American Indian Policy Review 
Commission (AIPRC) issued its report which included a 
section entitled "Housing: The Unmet Need." The teport points 
out that the production of Indian housing must moire than 
double to meet the need in a reasonable time, and that current 
production levels do not even meet the yearly increase in 
demand. It also points out that HUD has had difficulty in 
attaining its production goals because of specific probleiiis 
which affect some Indian groups more than others and 
universal problems which affect all Indian people to the 
same degree. 
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Some of the specific problems mentioned in the report 
were as follows: 

—Difficulties have been encountered in providing 
housing for Alaska natives because of severe 
weather conditions, a subsistence economy, 
a short construction season* remoteness of the 
area, and a lack of construction skills! locally. 
It was pointed out that the HUD program is not 
flexible enough to meet Alaskan conditions even 
though minimum property standards were waiyed on 
a particular project. 

—Many eastern tribes, small communities, and 
rancherias were excluded from HUD programs 
because they lack Federal reGognition or trust 
land, or live in sparsely settled or remote 
locations. 

—Southwestern tribes and pueblos find that HUD 
housing designs do not fit their traditional 
lifestyles, 

—In some Great Plains reservations, appropriately 
located usable space is scarce. 

The universal, or general, problems mentioned in 
the AIPRC report included: 

—The lengthy development period for HUD projects. 

—The unwieldy multiagency agreement among HUD, 
IHS, and BIA with no single agency in charge of 
the entire operation. Problems also occur in 
coordinating agency budgets, 

— A lack of commitment and unity among HUD officials. 

—The low budget of BIA's HIP program which prevents 
it from making a large impact. 

—Legal problems which impede delivery. These 
included the inability to obtain private flhahcing 
for housing on trust land because the property 
cannot be foreclosed and IHAs lack help by 
the tribal courts in the enforcement or inter
pretation of construction contracts and tenant 
agreements. 
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— A lack of agreement among agencies and tribal 
organizations as to the goal of a housing program. 
The agencies view it as providing shelter; where;as,, 
the tribes view it as a means to promote econoniic 
development. 

—Local political problems. Reversals in tribal 
elections have caused wholesaile removal of IHA 
commissioners and staffs bringing the public 
housing programs to a standstill. 

—Rent delinquencies. Because of delinquent rent 
payments and inadequate subsidies from HUDr IHAs 
get into financial difficulty. 

The report states that to solve the above problems, 
a housing program must incorporate the following five 
characteristics. 

1. S implic ity of implementation and operation. 
Lengthy development per iods, complicated financial arrange-
ments, and mass production techniques with sGheduling problems 
must be eliminated to speed up the delivery of housing. 

2. Coordinated cross-agency involvement. Cobrdination 
of the joint agency program by one agency would help to 
eliminate delays. 

3. Promotion of tribal control. Federal agencies must 
delegate more decisionmaking power to local tribal authorities 
to promote self-determination and to ensure that hbusing 
attains its maximum economic impact. Tribes should be 
assisted in developing proposals for ihtegrated grants 
under the Joint Funding Simplification Act. 

4. Variety of î rograms. There must be a variety of 
programs with flexibility of standards and regulaitions to 
deal with climatic and cultural differences among Indian 
people. 

5. Combination grant and loan approach. Indian 
housing must be financed by a combination approach. Grants 
must be provided for housing for the very poor. Loans t 
must be provided for the construction of low-rent and 
middle-income houses. A combined approach is equitable 
and will also provide more funds than a system purely 
dependent on grants. 
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AIPRC recommendations included delegating to HUD 
the power to modify existing Federal property standards 
and prototype costs, the development of programs geared 
to different income levels, the provision of housing to 
Indians whether they live on or off the reservations, and 
the exemption of HUD housing notes from both Federal and 
State taxes. 
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CHAPTER 5 

WHAT ARE THE NATIONAL GOALS FOR INDIAN HOUSING, 
AND HOW SHOULD THEY BE ACHIEVED? 

The present goal of elimiriating substandard housing 
on Indian reservations in the 1970s cannot be achieved 
under present programs and is no longer feasible. The 
Nation is further away from this goal today than it was 
in 1971 when we issued our earlier report. I 

The Federal aigencies involved in providing housing to 
Indians:—HUD, BIA, aind FmHA—have a wide rarige Of programs j 
which would appear to address the housing heedis of Indians 
at all income levels. However, none of these programs, 
for various reasons, has been effective in providing the 
number of units necessary to keep pace with the increasing 
need for decent, safe, and sanitary housing. 

Although HUD provides the largest number of Indian 
houses, its delivery system is slow and cumberisome and i 
does not particularly address Indiari heeds. "Fhis is 
true primarily because HUD's program requiremerits were 
designed for urban metropolitan areas and arenot 
appropriate or effective when applied to Indian reservations; 
in sparsely populated rural areas, j 

As a result, many planned projects were either delayed r 
or reduced in scope by deleting a number of units. 
In other projects, housing units were poorly constructed 
or only partially completed thus placing an increased 
financial burden on IHAs and Iridian families in terms 
of maintenance cost. The problems of constructing new 
units and effectively managing and maintaining existing 
units appears to stem from the fact that HUD*s prcgram 
requirements fail to adequately recognize that the situation 
on Indian reservations is different from that encountered in 
non-Indian urban areas. i 

BIA's HIP program is the best available source of hew 
houses for many Indian families that ate unable to obtain 
housing from the HUD program or other sources. These 
families either have such low incomes that any form of 
tental housing oi loan financing is infeasiblet or they 
belong to a ttibe which is unable to fbtro the required 
housing authority. Because the HIP program is not adequately 
funded to meet the needs, many families needing assistance ' 
will continue to live in substandard housing for an 
indefinite time. 
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The FmHA housing programs can provide a possible source 
of housing assistance for Indian families that may not be 
served by the HUD or BIA programs for a variety of reasons^ 
such as relatively high incomes, the location of their 
homesites, long waiting 1ists for those programs, or the ; 
inability of their tribes to form housing authorities and ' 
qualify for HUD programs. In addition, the FmHA section M̂ ^ 
rental program provides a potential source of rental housihg 
for IHAs and, when combined with HUD's section 8 rent ;̂  \ 
supplements, has the potential to serve low-income Iridian 
families. The implementation of the grant provisions of ,; 
FmHA's section 504 repair program also offers another : 
potential source of housing assistance for low-income families 

However, in practice, FmHA has made very few housing 
loans to Indian families. For example, in two of the States J 
included in our review-—Arizona and Washington—FmHA made ; 
only 145 loans to Indians on reservations during the 3-yfear 
period 1974 through 1976. The limited number of Indian 
loans appears to stem from a lack of emphasis, an ineffec-: 
tive outreach program, and" an inadequate staff to carry 
out such a program. In addition, because the FmHA 
program is a loan program with terms somewhat similar to 
commercial banks, it is suitable only for those Indian 
families with relatively high incomes. 

A major reason why existing Federal programs have been 
ineffective appears to be the lack of clearly defined goals, 
and a coordinated strategy as to how to accomplish them. 

We believe the time has come to reexamine the national 
policy for Indian housing and establish clearly defined 
and realistic goals for implementing that policy. To do 
so requires a good data base in terms of 

—the total Indian population to be served, 
;• I -

--the geographic distribution of the population, 

—the special climatic conditions that need to 
be recognized, 

—the quality of existing housing, 

—the various income levels and the percentage of 
the population in each level, and 

--the various types and mix of programs necessary 
to meet the needs of each income level. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE CONGRESS 

We recommend that the Congress redefine the natiprial 
policy for Indian housing and establish a program with 
realistic goals and objectives for implementing that policy. 
We believe that, to be effective, an Indian housing program 
must be centrally administered and must be designed to 
recognize that Indian housing needs and problems on isolated, 
rural reservations are different than those encouritered in 
urban non-Indian areas. Accordingly, in establishing; a program 
for Indian housing, we recommend that the Congress 

—consolidate Indian housing programs and the 
responsibility for Indian housing into a single 
agencyand / 

—recognize that a wide range of housing assistarice 
options such as loans, grants, and subsidies will i; 
be needed to serve the various income levels arid :,; > 
cope with the unique conditions and special needs ;; 
of Indians living on reservations. 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO EXECUTIVE AGENCIES 
FOR IMPROVING PRESENT PROGRAMS 

In our opinion, major changes are necessary to splvej-i ; ^ 
the problems experienced in meeting Indian housing needs. 
Pending the establishment of a new national policy on̂ ^̂ ^̂ ;:\' 
Indian housing and the implementation of any new or 
redirected programs, however, prompt action needs to be:; 
taken to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of : ; : 
existing programs. Accordingly, we recommend the follbwirig 
actions be taken. 

Recommendations to the Secretary of HUD 

We recommend that tne Secretary of HUD: 

—Assess HUD's goals for Indian housing in view 
of the increasing need and provide the funds 
necessary to meet these goals. 

—Insure that prototype costs be established for 
each Indian area unless a special analysis is 
made showing that such costK are not needed. 
These costs should be reflective of the 
type of hou.se needed and the costs of 
construction in each Indian area. They should 
be kept current through periodic update—the 
timing of which should be consistent with 
construction seasons. 
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—Develop procedures to insure that projects are 
completed as planned in terms of quality and 
completeness. If an amendment to the ACC is needed 
to see the project through, the need for and amount 
of the amendment should be based on the circum
stances of the case and what is reasonable. 
The recent delegation of ACC amendment authority 
to the regions should help to improve this 
situation, particularly if the regions are given 
funding for this purpose in amounts closely 
approximating actual needs. 

—Revise procedures to permit the lesser of the 
appraised value or cost of leaseholds to be 
fully considered as part of the total project 
development costs which are paid by HUD. 

—Reassess the present structure by which HUD-
produced housing on reservations is managed. 
Given the fact that the professional level of 
management of many IHAs is less than what is 
recognized as needed to meet HUD's housing manage^ 
ment requirements and the fact that many of these 
requirements are not being met, HUD should either 
devise a plan for monitoring and maintaining closer; 
control over IHAs, insuring that all require
ments are met, or design a more simplified approach 
to the management of HUD-produced Indian housing. 
Present problems of inadequate and poorly trained 
staff and the lack of sufficient funds to operate 
(caused, in part, by the failure of IHAs to 
collect rents and home buyer payments and the 
frequent lack of or insufficient HUD-supplied 
operating subsidies) should be considered in the 
development of the chosen approach. 

—Insure that IHAs are providing the home buyer 
training required by the Indian housing regulations 
issued in March 1976. 

Recommendations to the Secretary 
of the Interio7 ~ 

We recommend that the Secretary of the Interior: 

—Determine the number of Indian families which 
can only be served by the HIP program and Identify 
the location and type of assistance needed in terms 
of new construction or rehabilitation. 
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—Develop a formal plan for meeting that need and 
request from the Congress the necessary financial 
and other resources required to carry out the 
plan. 

Recommendations to the Secretary 
of Agriculture 

We recommend that the Secretary of Agriculture direct 
the FmHA Administrator to place a greater emphasis on 
Indian housing, develop a more effective outreach program, 
and provide staff necessary to implement such a program. 

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION 

HUD, the Departments of the Interior, and Agriculture 
generally agreed with our findings and recommendations. 

In commenting on our report, HUD stated that it asked 
the Secretaries of Agriculture and the Interior to jointly 
consider the issues raised in the report. A letter dated 
December 1, 1977, suggested that a working group from the 
three agencies,be organized to formulate legislative and 
administrative proposals for the President. The letter 
acknowledged that past efforts to create a coherent Federal 
policy on Indian housing have failed because of parochial 
disputes. It expressed optimism that the three agencies 
could overcome such parochialism and create a national 
policy for Indian housing of which the Administration could 
be proud. 

In response to our recommendation that the Congress 
consolidate Indian housing programs and the responsibility 
for Indian housing into a single agency, HUD recommended 
that this issue be analyzed jointly by the three agencies. 

HUD also agreed with our recommendation that, in 
establishing an Indian housing program, the Congress should 
recognize that a wide range of housing assistarice options 
will be needed. HUD stated that this is another issue they 
hope to study with the Departments of Agriculture and 
Interior. 

HUD 

HUD agreed with our recommendation that its goals for 
Indian housing should be assessed and that funds should be 
provided to meet these goals. It believes that the threes-
agency working group should help determine its §oals. 
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HUD Stated that our findings regarding the prototype 
cost system are generally valid. It believes that the 
problems with the system may be inherent in the prescribed 
method of developing prototype cost limits as a way of 
controlling the development costs of projects. For the 
following reasons, HUD may propose amendraents to the 
United States Housing Act of 1937 tb delete or modify the 
prototype cost provisions. 

—The provisions do not allow for effective v 
production of the number of dwelling units 
authorized by the Congress within the cost 
limits on which congressibnal funding 
authorizations are based. While congressional 
authorizations apply to the amojunt of contract 
and budget author ity neceSisary tb amprtize 
the total development cost* statutory cost 
limits apply only to dwelling constructipn 
and equipment costs. Therefbre> there is 
a substantial amount of total developmerit 
cost to be amortized which is outsideVthe 
control of the prototype cost limitsv 

—Cost elements included in the prototype costs 
are not effectively contrplled. A riumber of 
practices have developed under which IHAs 
and HUD off ices have underestimated dwelling 
construction and equipmerit costs or misallo-
cated these costs by iricluding them in the 
uncontrolled, nonprptotype site development 
costs.' 

—The prototype cost system has built-in 
escalation tendencies. The system encourages 
initial underestimating of costs which results 
in unnecessary biddirig arid rebiddingv The long 
delays before construction contracts are finally 
awarded add unnecessary costsv 

—Prototype costs are seldom in accord with Curterit 
costs. Problems result from the fact thit the L 
date of prototype cost issuaniie is not always n 
coordinated with the constructioh season. 

i-a 

-1---W 

HUD is considering sevetelmeiasuiei which w^̂  
the present prototype system and; pro|me^up^ 
more ref lect ive of the type of houseNine|ded in a given̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^ 
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One such measure is the development of a prptotype house 
based on local tribal needs and conditions. HUD would 
obtain up-to-date data from potential contreictors and sub*̂  
contractors on the total develbpment cost to produce 
such a house, not just on the dwelling constructibn and 
equipment costs purportedly coritriplled by the present 
system. In this way, HUD would establish current and 
realistic costs for the appiopriate prototype house for each 
area. Under this method HUD field offices would control the 
program by relating the number of dwelling units directly 
to the total development cost per unit, which is the same 
basis on which congressional authorizations are based. Other 
measures being considered include: 

—Rescheduling prototype updating activities, 

—Streamlining interim revisions to the 
prototype costs. 

—Coordinating prototype updates with construction 
seasons. 

In conjunction with our recommendation that the 
Secretary of HUD develop procedures to insure that projects 
are completed as planned ard that ACC amendments be issued 
if the circumstances warrant, HUD is considering a number of' 
measures designed to eliminate certain cost-contributing 
factors and to achieve faster production. Briefly they are 
as follows: 

— A modified version of the turnkey method of 
construction would be used to place respon
sibility for project completion on private 
developers and construction lenders. Too many 
technical and financial responsibilities lare ' 
presently placed upon IHAs, The,fact that IHAs 
are often unable to discharge these respbnsibilities 
adequately has resulted in substantial cost overruns 
or inadequately completed projects, 

—The turnkey method of construction has been 
criticized because it has resulted in poor quality^ 
As a solution HUD proposed frequent inspection' 
of the work to assure that the housing isi;built 
according to the approved plans ^nd sc>ecifications, 

—Contractors face uncertainties on Indiiain <, 
reservations which they do not face iri, other areas, i 
They are Often unable to enforce lienshunder 
tribal laws, and run into conflicts between IHAs 
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and tribal politics. These problems result in 
either nonparticipation by residential builders 
or increased bids to cover the extra risk. '̂ UD 
stated that consideration should be given to 
assuring (administratively and/or legislatively) 
builders that their rights will be enforced. 

—Other measures relate to inequities or problems 
caused by the (1) present procedure of giving 
preferential treatment to Indian-owned construc
tion companies, (2) requirement that builders pay 
Davis-Bacon wage rates, (3) mutual help, sweat 
equity requirement of a contribution by the 
family in the form of labor, and (4) insufficiency 
of IHAs administrative expertise or capability to 
effectively oversee the construction process. 

We believe that each of these measures should be 
considered and that, if adopted, may well help to minimize 
the need for ACC amendments. We continue to believe, however, 
that situations will develop in which ACC amendments are 
needed and warranted and that HUD should provide this 
assistance in these instances. 

In our draft report we proposed that HUD establish 
procedures requiring that ACCs be executed after construc
tion bids are received, rather than on the basis of earlier 
cost estimates. HUD did not agree with this proposal because 
then the IHA would not be in a position to assure bidders 
that it had the financial resources for entering into a 
contract. HUD attributed rising costs between the ACC 
execution date and the time construction bids were received 
to excessive delays and stated that these delays must be 
eliminated. As mentioned above, HUD is looking at a number -
of alternatives for doing this. We agree with HUD's posi- , 
tion and believe th^t the various alternatives should be 
studied and that those offering improvements should be 
adopted. 

' • ' . ' • • ' I l l 

HUD is considering our recommendation that the lessier " 
of the appraised value or cost of leaseholds be fully , , 
included as part Of the total project development costs , 
which are paid by HUD. HUD said that the provision that 
the allowable cost for the leasehold,on'a site may hot ! 
exceed two-thirds of the fee simple value has been'a } ' ' 
problem on only two projects and that it has not been a i 
large impediment to Indian housing production. 
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HUD agreed with 
regarding the way in 
vat ions is managed, 
a substantial number 
and IHA commissioner 
the fact that rents 
Because nothing seri 
not pay, HUD believe 
it will be able to c 
aversion many Indian 

our findings and recommendation 
which HUD-produced housing on reser-
It stated that there are apparently 
of Indian families, tribal officialsf 
s and staff who do not fully accept 
and home buyer payments are essential-
ous happens to farailies when they db; 
s that there is iittle chance that 
hange the histpfic/and Cultural 
s have to paying for aplace to iive. 

HUD strongly believes that the costs arid inaideqUalbies 
of administration under the present system are unacce|^t-
able. It stated that an important element which has n^ 
been given the aittention it dese^rves is that the entiifey 
which has ultimate authority for dealing with the problem 
is the tribal government. Accbrdihgly, HUp is exploring :• 
ways to increase tribal responsibilities fpr the manag^ment>| 
maintenance, and operation of completed HUDr^prodUced 
houses. 

In considering the use of PFS for the Indian rental ! 
program, HUD noted that rentals make up only 30 percent: i' 
of the total housing program. Because of this, HUD fei^lSi! 
PFS, as applied to the Indian program, heeds to be examined;̂ ^̂  

HUD agreed that the implementatiori of required hipmê ^̂ ^̂ T 
buyer training by IHAs has been irregular and that thi^reMS 
is a need for improvement. HUD stated that it is cbrîii|(e;r5̂ ^̂  
ing ways to improve this, such asjrequiring the contriactori;;:' 
as part of the construction contract> to provide the;V 
training. •;,../•,••.'-••-'•/-•.••-•"!-

HUD also said that the implementation- of its; MIFIH 
program had not been as widespread and consisterit: as • 
needed, and that there was a problem with staff turribiVer 

HUD believed that the funding of ongoing training 
occupants of houses and IHA staffs is a local respbrts: 
to be handled in the same mariner as bther operat 

KX: 

;«!.. '^fsm 

Department of the Interior «3«1 i 

inter ior Stated that the Assipant^Se9r^tj |y 
Indian Affairs directed housing Offpe^s to obtgi^^^ 
to ascertain the (1) scbpe of HlP^r^sponsihilitym^^^^ 
(2) type of assistance needed. When t M s d a M - i f 
ind col!a?ed! i t will be used to develbp a pl^n^i^^^^^ 
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this need. Interior stated that once the extent of BIA's 
responsibility is known, the funding and other resources 
required to carry out the plan will be addressei3. 

The Department of the Interior also stated that BIA 
had a goal of substantially eliminating substandard housing 
on Indian reservations or in Indian areas. They hoped to 
achieve this goal by constructihgf about 7/000 to 8,000 units, 
a year of which a minimum of 6,000 units Wete to be fir>anĉ ^ 
by HUD. Interior stated that these productibn levels have 
not been achieved, mainly because of HUD's inability tb 
meet their production targets. 

Interior suggested that substarttially eliminating 
substandard Indiari housing be a joint goal of all depart
ments involved and that there be a coordihated strategy 
to accomplish it. 

Interior further stated th4t bur recommendation that 
HUD provide required home lî uyer training was worthwhile. 
It said that it had developed an extremely effective 
Resident Training and Counaelirig Program in which IHAs are 
allowed to participate. There is a problem in furidihg 
the program, however, and Interior believes that HUD muist 
seek additional funds to provide ongoing training if the 
effort is to be meaningful. 

Department of Agriculture 

The FmHA Administrator stated that in an effort to 
place more emphasis on the FmHA Indian outreach program, 
FmHA will hold a 2-day workshop for State coordinators 
during February 1978. An objective of the workshop will 
be to train the coordinators in their responsibility of 
making all FmHA programs more accessible and available 
to Indians; The Administrator said that in States having 
reservations arid/or large Indian populations, a Sitate , 
housing staff assistant will work with the State coordi- ' 
nator of Indian activities and other State FmHA employjees 
in developing (1) training, and (2) procedures for 
packaging and using FmHA housing loan,programs for Indians, > 
The Administrator believed that FmHA's proposed actions, 
will strengthen its Indian outreach efforts. 

i. , ,1 '1 
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APPENDIX I 
APPENDIX I 

DEPARTVENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT 
AAfniNC-TON. D.C. r04IO 

IN REPLY n C F C n TO: 

DEC 26 m 

Mr. Henry Eschwege 
Director 
United States General 
Accounting Office 

Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Eschwege: 

Thi'̂ . is in response to your letter to Secretary Harris 
dated October 28, 1977 requesting this Department's views 
and conunents on your proposed report to the Congress "Sub
standard Indian Housing Continues to Increase Despite Federal 
Efforts—The Need for a Change." 

We noted in your letter that you have sent copies of the 
proposed report to the Secretary of Agriculture and the 
Secretary of the Interior for their review and comment. 
Secretary Harris, therefore, considered it appropriate to 
invite them to participate in joint consideration of the issues 
raised in your draft report by the establishment of a working 
group and the participation by organizations representing the 
beneficiaries of the program. 

A copy of the letter from Secretary Harris to the 
Secretaries of Agriculture and Interior, dated December 1* 1977, 
is enclosed. 

Our comcients on your proposed report are enclosed. 

Sincerely yours. 
[See GAO note. 

Enclosures 

yCoseph Buratein 
/counselor to the Secret Secretary 

GAO n o t e : Because of t h e i r volume, HUD*s comments have not 
been included in the f ina l r epo r t but heve been 
considered where a p o r o p r i a t e . 
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I 

COPY 

D e c . 1 1977 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

SUBJECT; 

Bob Bergland 
Secretary of Agriculture 

Cecil Andrus 
Secretary of Interior 

Indian Housing r 

Several weeks ago, I received from the General 
Accounting Office a draft report on the Federal 
Government's efforts in the Indian housing field. 
I believe this report affords our three Depart-^ents 
a unique opportunity to address the Indian housing 
issue. 

For the past several 
Joseph Burstein, has condu 
of HUD's efforts to provid 
Indians in the lower 48 st 
Alaska. Mr. Burstein has 
and, while I have not yet 
review Mr. Burstein's repo 
detail, it Is clear to me 
cessful in Its efforts to 
Native Americans and that 
made In the manner In whic 
programs. 

months, my Counsellor, 
cted an intensive review 
e housing for American 
ates. as well as in 
just completed this review 
had an opportunity to 
rt and recommendations In 
that HUD has not been suc-
provlde decent housing for 
radical changes must be 
h HUD administers its 

The GAO report addresses not only this Issue, 
but also the broader question of a national policy 
for Indian housing. The report suggests t h » t the 
responsibilities of Agriculture, Interior and HUD 
be redefined in order to provide f o r a eoordfnatecf 
olfcy. As I mentioned to you on Monday, I would 
Ike to suggest that we form a working group from 

our three agencies to formulate legislative and 
Administrative proposals for the President. This 
group could bulid on the analysis already prepared 

f 
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by Mr. Burstein and the GAO, 
of the problem by your agenci 
to suggest that Interior be d 
Department; indeed, the Assis 
Indian Affairs might be the a 
of this working group. Of co 
Agriculture could chair the g 
to suggest that under no circ 
be in the lead, 
in the area has 
agree, we could 
Native American 
of the working group and invi 
our deputies to discuss the 1 
on Indian housing. 

since the Dep 
been far from 
send a joint 
organizations 

as well as any reviews 
es. I also would like 
esignated as the lead 
tant Secretary for 
ppropriate chairperson 
urse, someone from 
roup, but I would like 
umstances should HUD 
artment's performance 
satisfactory. If you 

letter to the major 
announcing the formation 

te them to a meeting with 
ssue of a national policy 

In the past, efforts to create a coherent Federal 
policy on Iridian housing apparently have failed because 
of parochial disputes. I feel certain that, based on 
your willingness to cooperate with every interdepartmental 
effort to date of this Administration, our Departments can 
overcome such parochialism and create a national policy 
for Indian housing to which this Administration will be 
able to point with pride. 

/S/ Patricia Roberts Harris 

Patricia Roberts Harris 

11 
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APPENDIX I I APPENDIX I I 

United States Department of the Interior 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20840 

January S, 1978 

Mr. Henry Eschwege 
Director, Conmunlty and 
Economic Development Division 

U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Eschwege: 

Following are comnents and suggestions on the GAO draft report 
"Substandard Indian Housing Continues to Increase Despite Federal 
Efforts—The Need for a Change." 

1. Chapter 2, The Number of Indian Families In Substandard 
Housing Continues to Grow. 

[See GAO n o t e 1.] 

2. Chapter 5. What Are The National Goals For Indian Howtna rnttA 
How ShoulFfhey Be Achieved? j g ^ ^ Q^^Q J^^^^ g . ] 

Paga 111. This f i r s t section of Chapter 5 of tha raport eom-
eludes «fith tha following two paragraphs which atatat 

v̂UTio>v 

GAO note It 

GAO not* 2t 

The deleted comments related to matters whleh 
were discussed in the draft regort but h«vt 
been revised in this final teport« 

Paga ntiiitbec references in this apiMifidl̂  lM]r )l»l 
eorrespind to the pagat of this f«poî %i 
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"A major reason why existing Federal prograas 
have been ineffective appears to be the lack 
of clearly defined goals and a coordinated 
strategy as to how to accomplish them. 

"We believe the time has come to reexamine the 
national policy for Indian housing and establish 
clearly defined and realistic goals for implementing 
that policy. To do so requires a good data base 
in terms of such factors as; 

— T h e total Indian population to be served. 
— T h e geographic distribution of the population. 
— T h e special climatic conditions that heed to 

be recognised. 
"-The quality of •xlaelng housing. 
— T h e various income levels and the percentage 

of the population in each level. 
— T h e various types and mix of programs necessary 

to meet the needs of each income level." 

The BIA has had a clearly defined goal of substantially eliminating sub
standard housing on Indian reservations or in Indian areas. Achieving 
this goal has been based on constructing about 7,000 to 8,000 units a 
year of which a minimum of 6,000 units were to be financed by HUD. Unfor
tunately, these production levels have not been achieved. The lack of 
achievement is not due to a lack of clearly defined goals but, mainly, 
rather to the inability of the HUD programs to accomplish their production 
targets. ,:,: '̂i;- 'Hh 

: Ilil • : I -

We suggest that the GAO exclude the next to the last paragraph on page 111 
and reifrite the last paragraph to begin as follows: 

"The goal of substantially eliminating sub
standard Indian housing conditions be a unified 
goal of all departments involved in the Indian 
housing program and coordinate a strategy as 
to how to accomplish the goals. » |||i 

"We beliave the time has cone to reexamine tha 
production targets and the aethoda of inpleaenting 
the prograas. To do so . . . ." 

Pape 113. Recomendationa to the Secretary of HOD. 

—Insure that IHAs are providing the heaibuyar 
training required by the Indian housing ragula-
Cions Issued in March 1976. 
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«m 

This is a very worthwhile recoomendation. Over the past few years, we 
have turned our efforts more towards this area. We feel we have developed 
and refined an extremely fine Resident Training and Counselling Program 
(RTCP). Although the 1976 HUD Indian Housing Regulations allow an IHA 
to select the BIA-approved program, the money comes from development 
funds on a "one shot" basis. This is unsatisfactory. We have found that 
an RTCP requires a continuing application of the program principles over 
a period of years by the Trainer/Counsellors. Within the availability of 
funds we will continue to supplement RTCP programs of the local Indian 
Housing Authorities. We feel HUD must seek additional funds to provide 
for ongoing training if the effort is to be meaningful. 

Page lis. Recommendations to the Secretary of the Interior. 

"We recommend that the Secretary of the Interior: 

—Determine the number of Indian families which 
can only be served by the HIP program and 
identify the location and type of assistance 
needed In terms of new construction or rehabilitation. 

—Develop a formal plan for meeting that need and 
request from the appropriation coonittee of the 
Congress the necessary financial and other resources 
required to carry out the plan." 

As a result of the first reconaendatlon, the Assistant Secretary for Indian 
Affairs has directed the housing officers to obtain the necessary data to 
ascertain the scope of the HIP responsibility as well as the type of assis
tance needed. When this data is analysed and collated, it will be the basis 
for developing a plan for meeting this need. When «m know the extent of the 
BIA responsibility, the funding and other resources required to carry out 
the plan will be addressed. 

Wa appreciate the opportunity to coasent on the draft raport. 

Sincerely, 

Deputy Aaalatant Sacratary -
Policy, Budget and Administration 

t:?, U.A.: •olMii 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
TARMCRS HOMC A D M I N I S T R A T I O N 

WASHtNCTON. O.C. 202S0 

Mr. Henry Eschwege DEC 2 8 1977 
Director, Community and Economic 
Development Division 

U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Eschwege: 

The GAO Draft audit entlcled "Substandard Indian Housing Continues to 
Increase Despite Federal Efforts - The Need for a Change," the General 
Accounting Office recommends on page 116 that the Secretary of Agriculture 
direct the Farmers Home Administration's (FtiHA) Administrator to place 
greater emphasis on Indian housing, develop a more effective outreach 
program, and provide the staff necessary to implement such a program. 

In response to this recoomendation and in an effort to place more emphasis 
on the FmHA Indian outreach program, FmHA will be hold.tng a 2-day workshop 
for State coordinators for Indian outreach activities on February 1 
and 2, 1978. The objective is to train FmHA State coordinators in their 
responsibilities to make all FmHA programs more accessible and available 
to Indians. The coordinators will receive training in ways and means to 
assist in the training of Indian tribes. Individuals, and other groups 
involved in Indian activities in the packaging and use of FmHA housing 
loans and grants. Members of the National Office Rural Housing Staff 
will assist with the training activities. 

In States having reservations and/or significant Indian populations, a 
State housing staff assistant will be designated to work trith the State 
coordinator of Indian activities and other State FmHA enployaes in 
developing training and procedures for packaging and use of FmHA housing 
loan programs for Indians. 

We believe that Famers Home Administration's proposed actions will 
strengthen our Indian outreach efforts. 

Sincerely, 

.^^RDON CAVANAUCIi 
Administrator 

F*tmttt Hnm*- AdmniutMtnn ti an C'f««/ Opportunity Lm4**. 
CompUini t nf rat wl or rihnu i^Mi'riminMioii tkouU be irei to: 

Sittriaty of AvirHliutt, Wtihingltin, D.C. 3000 

BH 
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PRINCIPAL AGENCY OFFICIALS RESPONSIBLE 

FOR ADMINISTERING ACTIVITIES 

DISCUSSED IN THIS REPORT 

Tenure of office 
From To 

DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT 

SECRETARY OF HOUSING AND URBAN 
DEVELOPMENT: 
Patricia R. Harris 
Carla A. Hills 
James T. Lynn 
George W. Romney 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR HOUSING-
FEDERAL HOUSING COMMISSIONER 
(note a): 
Lawrence B. Simons 
John T. Howley (acting) 
James L. Young 

Feb. 1977 
Mar. 1975 
Feb. 1973 
Jan. 1969 

Mar. 1977 
Dec. 1976 
June 1976 

Present 
Jan. 1977 
Feb. 1975 
Feb. 1973 

Present 
Mar. 1977 
Dec. 1976 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR HOUSING 
PRODUCTION AND MORTGAGE CREDIT-
FHA COMMISSIONER (note a): 
David S. Cook 
David M. DeWilde (acting) 
Sheldon B. Lubar 
Woodward Kingman (acting) 
Eugene A. Gulledge 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR HOUSING 
MANAGEMENT (note a): 
James L. Young 
Robert C. Odle, Jr. (acting) 
H. R. Crawford 
Abner D. Silverman (acting) 
Norman V. Watson 
Lawrence M. Cox 

Aug. 1975 
Nov. 1974 
July 1973 
Jan. 1973 
Oct. 1969 

Mar. 1976 
Jan. 1976 
Apr. 1973 
Jan. 1973 
July 1970 
Mar. 1969 

ASSISTANT SBCRBTARY FOR NEIGHBORHOODS, 
VOLUNTARY ASSOCIATIONS, AND CONSUMER 
PROTECTION (note b)t 
Geno C. Baron1 Ape. 1977 
Vacant Feb. 1977 
Conatanc* B. Nawman Apr. 1976 

June 1976 
Aug. 1975 
Nov. 1974 
July 1973 
Jan. 1973 

June 1976 
Nar. 1976 
Jan. 1976 
Nar. 1973 
Jan. 1973 
July 1970 

Praaant 
Apr. 1977 
fab. 1977 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

Tenure of office 

SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR: 
Cecil D. Andrus 
Thomas S. Kleppe 
Kent Frizzell (acting) 
Stanley R. Hathaway 
Kent Frizzell (acting) 
Rogers C. B. Morton 
Fred J. Russell (acting) 
Walter J. Hickel 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR INDIAN 
AFFAIRS: 
Forrest J. Gerard 

From 

Jan. 
Oct. 
July 
June 
May 
Jan. 
Nov. 
Jan. 

1977 
1975 
1975 
1975 
1975 
1971 
1970 
1969 

Sept.1977 

To 

Present 
Jan. 1977 
Oct. 1975 
July 1975 
June 1975 
May 1975 
Dec. 1970 
Nov. 1970 

Present 

COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 
(note c): 
Vacant Apr. 1977 
Raymond Butler (acting) Jan. 1977 
Ben Reifel Dec. 1976 
Morris Thompson Dec. 1973 
Marvin Franklin (acting) Feb. 1973 
Richard Bedman (acting) Jan. 1973 
Louis R. Bruce Aug. 1969 

Sep. 1977 
Apr. 1977 
Jan. 1977 
Nov. 1976 
Dec. 1973 
Feb. 1973 
Jan. 1973 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE: 
Bob Bergland 
John A. Knebel 
Earl L. Butz 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY, RURAL 
DEVELOPMENT (note d)t 
Alex P. Mercure 
William H. Walker, III 
Vacant 
William W. Erwin 
Thomas K. Cowden 

ADNZNZSTRATOR, FARMERS HONE 
ADMINISTRAtlONt 
Gordon Cavanaugh 
Denton Spragua (acting) 
Prank Naylor (acting) 
Prank B. Blliott 
Prank B. Blliott (acting) 
Vacant 
Jamaa V. Smith 

Jan. 1977 
NOV. 1976 
Dec. 1971 

Apr. 1977 
Dec. 1975 
July 1975 
Jan. 1973 
Nay 1969 

Juna 1977 
Apr. 1977 
Jin; 1977 
Aug i 1973 
N«r* 1973 
Nb^ 1971 
Niiy 1969 

Present 
Jan, 1977 
Nov. 1976 

Present 
Apr. 1977 
Dec. 1975 
July 197s 
Jan. 1973 

Proaant 
Juh« 1977 
Aptv 1977 
Jan« 1977 
Aag. 1973 
Nit. 1973 
Fib. 1973 
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a/On June 14, 1976, HUD combined the funGtions of the 
Assistant Secretary for Housing Production and Mprtgagef 
Credit-FHA Commissioner and the Assistant Secretary for 
Housing Management under a singly Office of Assistdiivt 
Secretary for Housing-Federal Hou&iiig Commissioner. 

b/From April 1976 until July 1977, the title of the position 
was Assistant Secretary for Consumer Affairs and Regulatory 
Functions. 

c/The position of Commissioner of Indian Affairs was 
eliminated in September 1977, at the same time thei new 
position of Assistant Secretary for indian Affaiirs was j : 
established. 

d/Until February 1973 the title of the position was 
Assistant Secretary of Agriculture for Rural Developmeht 
and Conservation. 

(38208) 
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